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In the very first times there was no light on earth. Everything was in darkness, the lands
could not be seen, the animals could not be seen. And still, both people and animals
lived on the earth, but there was no difference between them… A person could become
and animal, and an animal could become a human being. There were wolves, bears,
and foxes but as soon as they turned into humans they were the same. They may have
had different habits but all spoke the same tongue, lived in the same kind of house, and
spoke and hunted in the same way.
That is the way they lived here on earth in the very earliest times, times that no one can
understand now. That was the time when magic words were made. A word spoken by
chance would suddenly become powerful, and what people wanted to happen could
happen, and nobody could explain how it was.
Uqalurait: An Oral History of Nunavut, page 161.
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Introduction
Communications 10 consists of four modules:
The Essentials of Working with Others
Essential Writing
Oral Communication Essentials
Essential Reading
This module consists of 10 units and should require approximately 25 hours of
instructional time. Each unit presents one competency that students are expected to
demonstrate by the end of the unit or by the end of the module. Teachers will need to
develop their own lesson plans from the units in order to meet the specific needs
of their students. In doing so, teachers are responsible for choosing and adapting the
activities in the unit that will most appropriately provide their students with the
opportunity to develop and demonstrate the competency for the unit. Some classes will
complete the entire unit over one or several periods, others will focus on particular
aspects of the unit over one or several periods.
Communications 10-11-12 is based upon a foundation of Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit and
content is focused on six of the Human Resources and Skills Development Canada
Essential Skills. The focus of this module is the Essential Skill of Oral Communication,
which includes listening as well as speaking. See Appendix C for the Essential Skills
indicators and tracking form to be developed with this module.
Throughout this module, we will be concentrating on performing, demonstrating and
assessing oral communications tasks at Level 1. See Table 1 on page 7.
Throughout this module, teachers are encouraged to record the local CBC news in the
morning prior to classes. The recording provides students with an opportunity to
develop both their listening skills and their oral communication skills. It also provides
them with an opportunity to discuss current events and debate issues relevant to
Nunavut. Students should also be involved in doing morning announcements over the
public address system and taking advantage of any opportunities to practise their public
speaking.
Throughout this module, teachers are encouraged to record the local CBC news in the
morning prior to classes or take advantage of podcasts. The recording provides
students with an opportunity to develop both their listening skills and their oral
communication skills. It also provides them with an opportunity to discuss current events
and debate issues relevant to Nunavut.
Please consult the Handbook that accompanies the Communications 10-11-12
program for more information related to Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit, the HRSDC Essential
Skills and preferred pedagogy and assessment strategies.
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Table 1: Oral Communication Indicators
Dimensions
and Examples
Communication
Function

Communication
Content

Level 1
Indicators

Level 2
Indicators

Level 3
Indicators

Takes part in simple
exchanges in
everyday situations
 give simple
greetings
 ask and answer
routine question to
receive/give
specific information
 follow and give
simple instructions
 leave or receive
short routine
recorded messages
 participate in
routine, casual
discussions
• coordinate work
with one or two
other people

Takes part in
moderately
demanding
exchanges in
everyday situations
 give a formal
greeting
 obtain information
by questioning more
than one person
 exchange more
detailed information
 present information
in a coherent
connected way
 leave and receive
non-routine
recorded messages
 participate in routine
discussions
 follow and give
multi-step
instructions
 coordinate work
with several others
 present and discuss
simple options and
advise on choices
 reassures and
advises
 deal with minor
conflicts
• interact in a familiar
group of three to five
people
Clearly
communicates/
understands content
that:

Takes part in
demanding
exchanges in complex
situations
 provides, obtains or
exchanges detailed
complex information
and options
 gives or follows
complex direction
 persuades,
counsels or
evaluates
 entertains casually
or formally
 presents and
analyzes
information and
ideas
 leads routine
discussions
 coordinates work
with and for others
• resolves nonroutine conflicts

Takes part in very
demanding
exchanges in highly
complex situations

Participates in
interactions that:

Participates in
interactions that:

 deal with complex
and detailed issues
involving facts,
concepts and
opinions

 deal with very
complex and
detailed matters
involving facts,
opinions, emotions,
values and
controversy

Clearly
communicates/
understands content
that:
 is simple and deals
with facts; limited
number of details
 covers a narrow
range of subject
matter (familiar topic
or one main issue)
 uses a narrow range
of general and

 is moderately
complex and deals
mostly with facts but
also emotions and
opinions
 covers a moderate
range of subject
matter (usually one
main issue);

 cover a significant
range of subject
matter or issues
 use language that
can be conceptual
and abstract
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Level 4
Indicators

 cover a wide range
and depth of subject
matter and issues
 use highly abstract,
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 uses a moderate
range of general and
context-specific
vocabulary and
idioms

 use an extensive
range of general and
context-specific
vocabulary and
idioms

 uses language that
is factual or concrete
and abstract

 require ability to
organize, present
and interpret ideas
coherently

Communicates
(speaks and listens)
effectively:

Communicates
(speaks and listens)
effectively:

Communicates
(speaks and listens)
effectively:

Communicates
(speaks and listens)
effectively:

 with one person at a
time in familiar and
common situations

 with one or more
people at a time in
mostly familiar and
occasionally
unpredictable
situations

 with one or more
people at a time in
occasionally
unpredictable or new
situations

 with one or more
unfamiliar and/or
challenging people
at a time in quite
unpredictable
situations

content-specific
vocabulary
 uses language that
is factual and
concrete

Communication
Context

 uses an established
or set format/ style to
exchange information
exchange is brief: 10
minutes or less
 uses/comprehends
simple body
language (pointing,
for example)

 selects from and
uses a moderate
range of
format/styles to
present or obtain
information
 exchange is brief to
medium duration: up
to 10 - 30 minutes)
 uses/comprehends
appropriate body
language

Risk Level

8

Low risk: failure to
communicate
/understand may lead
to temporary
confusion,
embarrassment or
minor inefficiencies

 deals with minor,
everyday conflicts
Moderate risk: failure
to communicate
/understand may lead
to loss of time, minor
hazards, or one-onone conflict that can
be easily resolved

 selects from and
uses a significant
wide range of
formats/styles
 exchange is of
medium to extended
duration: 30 minutes
or more
 uses/comprehends
very effective body
language
 deals with conflict
when necessary

Significant risk: failure
to communicate
/understand may lead
to significant hazards,
public hostility, or loss
of considerable
money and time

conceptual or
technical language
 require a high level
of inference, ability
to organize, present
and interpret

 selects, creatively
uses or adapts a
wide range of
formats and styles
to suit audience
 expert in use of body
language and
nonverbal
communication
techniques
 deals with significant
conflict or differing
points of view
Critical risk: failure to
communicate
/understand may lead
to loss of life or
serious injury, serious
personal
consequences to
speaker or her/his
organization.
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Learning Competencies
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Students will retell Inuit legends by:
• using a variety of listening strategies and media to
organize and remember details.
Students will gather information using various forms of
media by:
• interviewing others using listening and ‘good questions’
strategies.
Students will practise speaking clearly by:
• exploring the use of appropriate volume, tone, pitch and
speed.
Students will enhance communication by:
• exploring various strategies that contribute to speaking
clearly
• listening to and evaluating various speakers using
different forms of media for clarity of speech.
Students will identify and apply the conventions of
informal greetings by:
• practising appropriately greeting others in a variety of
social contexts
• researching on-line appropriate greetings from other
cultures.
Students will communicate clearly and effectively when
using the telephone by:
• identifying and employing the appropriate skills and
etiquette required.
Students will share information and ideas by:
• engaging in presentations and group discussions using
effective speaking, listening and questioning skills.
Students will enhance communication by:
• identifying the difference between active and passive
listening
• applying the active listening strategies of nonjudgmental listening and paraphrasing;
• using active listening and viewing to discover bias.
Students will explore how to express their feelings to
others appropriately and in a non-confrontational manner
by:
• accessing various media tools and using the strategy of
I Statements.
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Strategies
inclusive group
activities
small group
discussion
media technology
think-pair-share
partner work
jigsaw grouping
scenarios, role plays
dialogues
personal reflection
chart and poster
displays
self, peer and teacher
assessment
problem solving
critical thinking
inner/outer circles
interviews
reader’s theatre
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10

10

Students will review and apply the communication skills
presented in the module by:
• delivering, recording and reviewing a telephone
dialogue using a Reader’s Theatre format based on
STOP, an audience interaction framework.
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Unit 1: Oral Traditions that Entertain
Learning Competency
Students will retell Inuit legends by:
• using a variety of listening strategies and media to organize and remember
details.
Language Development

Materials
How Do You Feel? worksheet
CBC Audio CD’s: Inuit Legends Vol 1 & 2
Additional Inuit myths and legends with illustrations available at
www.inuitmyths.com
Five large sheets of poster or butcher paper
Letter-size sheet of paper for each student
Background

Opener – Introduction
Have the students complete the How Do You Feel? worksheet found at the end of
the unit. Ask them to place the completed worksheet in their portfolios. They will
need the sheet for reference at the end of the module.
Have the students sit in one or more circles. Limit the number of students per
circle to 10 to12. Ask for a volunteer to begin. The person starting is to state their
name and a favourite food, (animal, sports star, movie, song, or whatever you
think would be most appropriate for your students). My name is Meeka, and my
favourite food is pizza. The person sitting to the left of the first student is to do the
same and then repeat the previous student’s information. My name is Sam, my
favourite food is sandwiches. This is Meeka and her favourite food is pizza.
This is repeated around the circle with each additional student’s name and
favourite item being added.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
1
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met, both listening and speaking
(assuming simple body language being used by the teacher)

Connector – Working with Inuit Myths
Record the bulleted words below. The words are taken from five Inuit myths.
Record these on strips of butcher paper, or large pieces of poster paper and
display. Do not inform the students from where the words are taken. Have the
students locate themselves under the heading of their choice, but limit the
number of students per group to about four.
Uqausiliriniq: Communications 10, Module 3: Oral Communication Essentials
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Moon
Sea
Loon
Blind
Lullaby
Once students have located themselves, ask each student to take a turn sharing
in their group why they selected the heading they did.
Discuss that just like they passed their name and favourite food around the circle
and that their information was retold from person to person, so too myths of long
ago have been passed orally through the generations. Inform the students that
each of the five words posted around the room is a word in the title of an Inuit
myth. Allow the class to venture a guess for each.
Inform the class that the words are taken from the following titles:
The Man From the Moon
Qallupalik, the Sea Creature
Creation of the Loon
Lummaajuuq the Story of the Blind Boy
An Arctic Lullaby
Have the students rotate around the room adding to the five posters whatever
phrases, words or pictures come to mind when they hear the titles. Some
students may have heard all the myths; others may not be familiar with any of
them.
Leave the headings posted around the room as they will return to these during
the Classroom Reinforcement.
Distribute the sheets of 8 ½ by 11 paper and ask the students to fold it in half
three times to create eight parts. Select one of the legends and as a class listen
with pencil and/or pencil crayons and paper in hand. Stop the story at a natural
break in the retelling and have the students sketch a picture to represent what
has happened so far in one of the boxes on the folded sheet. Continue to do so
through the story; intermittently stopping and having the students summarize. At
the end of the story students should have a visual record of the story.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically addresses:
• Content that deals with facts but also opinions
• Uses language that is both factual and abstract
• Communicates with one or more people at a time in most familiar and predictable
situations

12
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Activity – Listening and Recording
Over the course of the next few classes, continue listening to the remaining four
Inuit Legends on the CD. Use one or all of the following listening strategies to
guide the Activity.
Have students fold a paper as in the Connector. Stop the story at a natural break
in the retelling and have the students write a few sentences about what has
happened so far in one of the boxes on the folded sheet. Continue to do so
through the story, intermittently stopping and having the students summarize. At
the end of the story, students should have a record of the story in their own
words.
Have the students draw a horizontal line across a blank sheet of paper to create
a time line. They should record beginning on the left end of the line and end on
the right of the line. Stop the story at a natural break in the retelling and have the
students record a word or two on the time line.
beginning ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------end
Using the graphic organizer at the end of this unit, have the students listen
to the story and complete the sheet. Students could opt to write or sketch in each
of the boxes. Follow the format of stopping and allowing the students to complete
a section of writing or drawing and then continuing on.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators focusing on the understanding and listening skills
of Oral Communication have been met

Reflections
Content – Which legends did you hear for the first time in this unit? Which of the
legends have you heard before? Who told them to you?
Collaborative – On a scale of 1-10 how comfortable did you feel sharing in your
group, 1 being very comfortable, and 10 being very uncomfortable. What do you
need to feel comfortable in a group? What can you do to help others feel
comfortable in a group?
Personal – What one thing really caught your attention in this unit?

Uqausiliriniq: Communications 10, Module 3: Oral Communication Essentials
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Follow-Up – Retelling to Younger Students
Have the students work in groups of three. Each group is to select one of the Inuit
legends from the unit to retell to a younger student.
In preparation, have the groups listen again to the legend they have chosen. They
should select one of the listening strategies and use it to reflect on their legend.
Have the students practise telling the story to each other using their graphic
organizer or notes as a support.
Each group is to then select two students to act as the storytellers and the third to
provide prompts. The student providing prompts should use either their notes, or
graphic organizer completed in the Activity to help them. The first student begins
by saying three or so sentences of the story, the next student continues the story
adding another three or so sentences until the story is completed. If the pair gets
stuck the prompter has the story in hand and provides necessary prompts.
Students could take turns being the prompter.
Arrange to have your students partner with a younger class to retell the legends.
Together with the younger students, they could draw a picture illustrating a
favourite part of the story as a closing activity to the storytelling.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically addresses:
• Moderately demanding exchanges in everyday situations (example: explaining)
• Content that deals with facts but also emotions, opinions
• Uses language that is both factual and abstract
• Students communicate with one or more people at a time in mostly familiar and predictable
situations
• Uses a moderate range of formats and styles (storytelling, prompting, giving feedback)

Classroom Reinforcement
Provide the students with markers. Have them take a few moments to rotate
around the room viewing the headings from the Connector. Ask the students to
add words, phrases or sketches on the headings that reflect or convey a part of
the myth. Students do not need to write on every heading.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met (Example task – students
understanding and following simple directions)

Accommodating Diversity
When selecting students for the myth retellings, make sure that those students
who will find the reading difficult are paired with students who will be able to
provide support.

14
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Assessment
Student – Fill out the Participation Checklist or the Unit Evaluation for this unit
found in Appendix A.
Teacher – Throughout the module and after each activity involving group work,
draw attention to the use of oral language skills, commenting on the skills you
noticed students using. Observe students in their group work and note the skills
that the class, as well as individuals, need to learn or to improve as outlined in the
Oral Skills Indicators. Collect the students’ journals and respond to their
Reflections. Explain the expectations for the class and the use of the
Ajunngitakka cards. Complete the Participation Checklist for this unit, located in
Appendix B. There is also a template to assess group work if you feel the need to
draw attention to these skills.

Uqausiliriniq: Communications 10, Module 3: Oral Communication Essentials
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Listening and Recording
Title:
First,

Next,

Then,

Finally,
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Unit 2: Asking and Answering Questions
Learning Competency
Students will gather information using various forms of media by:
• interviewing others using listening and ‘good questions’ strategies.
Language Development –
open-ended question: a question which requires more than a ‘yes’ or ‘no’
response.
close-ended question: a question which ‘yes’ or ‘no’ can be the response. 1
T-Charts: This strategy provides a visual aid for identifying specific behaviours
that are demonstrated when a specific skill is being utilized. Typically a T-Chart
has two parts: What is seen (Looks Like) and What is heard (Sounds Like).
Students should participate in the creation of a T-Chart and the language of the
chart should be readily understandable by all the students.
Materials
Sample segments of talk shows or interviews (to be provided by teachers or
collected by students from Internet, magazines, radio, television)
Copies of Interview Guidelines for each small group
Copies of the Reflections on the Interview for each small group
Background
Opener – Four Facts
Instruct the students to anonymously write four facts about themselves on a piece
of paper. For example, I like to go hunting, I like to babysit, My favourite season
is, I enjoy sewing, I play hockey, I can do hip-hop, I'm going to the science fair.
Collect all the papers. Randomly distribute to the class. Allow a minute for
students to read the slip of paper they received. Inform the students that they are
to find out whose personal information they have by turning the statements into
questions. However, the questions must be open-ended questions (questions
which cannot be answered with a yes or no). “What is your favourite season?”
would be permissible question. “Do you like hunting?” would not be a permissible
question. “What have you dreamed of doing?” would be permissible. “Would you
like to go to a science fair?” is not permissible.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met

Connector – Interview T-Charts
Have student volunteers do a minimum of two short interviews with a staff
member, an older student, or a guest speaker. Videotape if possible. Create a
class T-chart of good questioning skills (what is seen, what is heard) and then a

Uqausiliriniq: Communications 10, Module 3: Oral Communication Essentials
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second T-chart on good responding skills (what is seen, what is heard). Note that
if the interview lasts 10 minutes or longer, it would be a Level 2 task.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met. (conducting interview Specifically
address
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed – dependent on length and
content of interview ): specifically addresses:
• Content deals with facts and opinions
• Context: With one or more people at a time in mostly familiar and predictable situation

Use podcasts or prerecord several segments of a talk show or interviews that
would be of interest to your students. APTN or CBC’s Northbeat deal with
northern issues. During the viewings, create two T-charts: one for good
questioning skills and the other for good responding skills. Focus on creating one
T-chart per viewing, not both. Intermittently stop and discuss the skills, or lack of
them, being demonstrated in the interview.
There is a sample of a possible class-created T-chart at the end of the unit.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met.
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed (dependent on level of exchange
and participation during discussion): specifically addresses:
• Content deals with facts and opinions
• Content uses moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary and idioms
• Context: Uses/comprehends appropriate body language

Activity – Interview
Share with the class that being able to ask questions well is a way to help us gain
information.
Discuss the following pointers with the class:
Good questions are ones you are interested hearing the response to.
Good questions are focused on the subject at hand.
Good questions are opened ended. They encourage the person being
questioned to answer at length.
Good questions do not lead the person being questioned. For example,
“You really like baking, don’t you?” is a leading question. “How do you feel
about baking?” or “What do you like about baking?” are open-ended, nonleading questions.
Replay the interview from the Connector and look for the above pointers.
Inform the class that they are to choose someone to interview. The purpose of
the interview is to learn about a specific skill that is of interest to them. This may
be how to make kamiks, how to play the guitar, how to become a teacher, how to
18
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raise children, how to navigate a boat or how to run a business. The skill needs
to be one that is demonstrated by someone they know or have access to via
email or phone. Provide students with the Interview Guideline found at the end of
the unit. Students may want to work in pairs or small groups for the assignment.
Note that if the interview lasts 10 minutes or longer, this would be considered a
Level 2 task.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met.
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically addresses:
• Moderately demanding exchanges in everyday situations
• Content deals with facts and opinions
• Content covers a moderate range of subject matter
• Content uses moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary and idioms
(dependent on student and their grasp of vocabulary)
• Context: Selects from and uses a moderate range of formats and styles (informal, formal,
interview)
• Communicates with one or more people at a time in mainly familiar situation (working in a
group and sharing interview information with another group)

Reflections
Content – List a few tips for asking good questions. List a few tips for responding
well. What are some of the benefits of asking open-ended questions?
Collaborative – How does asking clear questions help us work together?
Personal – What did you learn in the unit? How will this help you in the future?
What did you find easy in this unit? What did you find difficult in this unit?
Follow-Up – Reflecting on the Interview
In the same groups as for the interviews, have the students complete the
Reflections on the Interview form at the end of the unit. Students should place
this in their portfolio for future reference.
Classroom Reinforcement
Post T-charts in a visual spot in the classroom. Add information to the chart
throughout the unit.
Accommodating Diversity
For the Opener you may want to spend some time demonstrating how to
formulate open-ended questions with your class and discussing the value of
asking questions that solicit a detailed response. For further skill building provide
opportunities for students to practise their oral communication skills on school’s
PA system or local radio.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators focusing on listening and understanding have been
met

Uqausiliriniq: Communications 10, Module 3: Oral Communication Essentials
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Assessment
Student – Fill out the Participation Checklist or the Unit Evaluation for the unit as
well as a journal evaluation.
Teacher – Throughout the module and after each activity involving group work,
draw attention to the use of oral language skills, commenting on the skills you
noticed students using. Observe students in their group work and note the skills
that the class, as well as individuals, need to learn or to improve, as outlined in
the Oral Skills Indicators. Collect the students’ journals and respond to their
Reflections. Complete the Participation Checklist for this unit,

20
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Sample T-Chart on Interview Skills

Good Interviewer or Questioner
Looks Like …

Sounds Like …

•

Faces the person

•

Tell me more about...

•

Smiles/nods when appropriate

•

That is interesting.

•

Leans forward

•

That is a good idea.

•

Listens with focus

•

Asks open-ended questions
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Interview Guidelines
1. Choose a skill you are interested in learning more about
2. Choose someone to interview.
3. Choose at least three main areas to focus on. For example,
why the person is or became interested in the skill, how she or he learned
the skill, or the hardest part of the skill or task.
4. Write out at least two open-ended questions for each of the
three main areas identified in #3.
5. Arrange a time to do the interview. You could do this in person,
on the phone or by email.
6. If possible tape the interview. If not, take notes during the
interview. Ask for clarification when needed.
7. Write a “transcript” of the interview. This will not be a word for
word transcript, just catch the main ideas.
8. Share the interview information with another group, you could
use the transcript for help when needed.
9. Write a thank-you note to the person you interviewed.
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Reflections on the Interview
Group members: _______________________________________________________
Date: ___________________________________

The best thing about the interview was
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Questions we still have are
______________________________________________________________________

What we did well:
______________________________________________________________________

The next time we do an interview
______________________________________________________________________
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Unit 3: Making Announcements
Learning Competency
Students will practise speaking clearly by
• exploring the use of appropriate volume, tone, pitch and speed.
Language Development – Think-Pair-Share
This is an excellent strategy for oral expression. It encourages the students to
practise language with each other in a non-threatening way. Students first reflect
(THINK) on the material presented and then pair with a classmate (PAIR) to
share their ideas. They then converge in a larger group setting to confer and
share ideas (SHARE).
Materials
Photocopy and laminate the Colour Your Voice card for each student
Background

Opener – Think-Pair-Share
Discuss that for oral communication to be clear, the message must make
effective use of volume, pitch, tone, and speed 2. Discuss and model each factor
with the class using a classroom text or Reader’s Theatre.
Volume—If you speak too softly, what you say will not be heard. Be aware
that you want your message to be audible. If you have a public address system or
a microphone you will need to adjust your volume accordingly. If you speak too
loudly, your audience will feel like you are shouting at them.
Pitch—Pitch is referring to the level of sound on a musical scale. If our
pitch is too high, we sound shrill and grate on the ears of those who have to listen
to us speak. If our pitch stays the same, we sound boring (monotone) and it is
hard for others to stay focused on what we are saying.
Tone—Tone is the quality of voice that indicates how someone is thinking
or feeling. The tone should match the words you are saying and the ideas you
wish to communicate. A pleasant, cheerful tone is usually appropriate. When we
are speaking with an intercom or the telephone, our tone substitutes for our facial
expressions and body language.
Speed—Most often people speak too quickly. It is important that you speak
neither too fast, nor too slow. Speak at a rate where you can speak each word
clearly and that your listeners will not grow bored. Typically you should speak at
about 124 words per minute.
Inform students that in this unit they will be practising the skills necessary to use
all four of these components when communicating orally.
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Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed dependent on level of exchange
and participation during discussion: specifically addresses:
• Content covers a moderate range of subject matter
• Content uses moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary and idioms
• Content uses language that is factual and abstract

Connector – Volume
Ask half the class to wait in the hallway. With the remaining half of the class, state
a descriptive sentence. “The grey building is losing its shingles.” Ensure that you
speak loudly enough. Ask that the class repeat the sentence back to you. Inform
the group in the classroom that you are going give the same sentence to the
group waiting in the hall and that they will come back and repeat the sentence.
Join the group in the hall. Ask them to form a circle. Tell them you are going to
pass them a message. Whisper it into the ear of one student, ask them to pass
the message along until it reaches the last person in the circle. The last person
must not repeat what they heard until the group has re-joined the class. When the
class has gathered back in the classroom, have the hall group state the message.
My message was... Have the group who remained in the class state their
message, Our message was...
Repeat the Connector with various statements, switching classroom and hallway
groups.
De-brief by discussing how messages that are not stated clearly are open for
misinterpretation. Review the importance of volume in communicating orally.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met

Activity – Pitch and Tone 3
Provide students with the Colour Your Voice card. On the card the same
sentence is repeated. Students are to work in small groups experimenting with
different ways to say the same sentence, thereby creating a different
interpretation of the sentence. Students should focus on pitch and tone for this
Activity.
Regroup the class. Read through the card asking for volunteers to share their
group’s oral interpretation.
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Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically addresses:
• Content covers a moderate range of subject matter
• Content uses moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary and idioms
• Selects from and uses a moderate range of formats and styles (experimenting with
interpretation using differing pitch and tone)
• Communicates with one or more people at a time (working in small groups and sharing
with larger group)

Reflections
Content – What are the four factors that contribute to clear oral communication
that you learned about in this unit?
Collaborative – Why does it typically get more difficult to speak up as a group
gets larger? How did this unit bring you closer to your classmates?
Personal – How did it feel when it was your turn to speak?
Follow-Up –Speaking Well 4
Have students form pairs. Hand each student a copy of the paragraph below; it
can be photocopied from the sheet at the end of this unit. Instruct the students to
practise reading the paragraph below until they can read it in 20 seconds. At 10
seconds students should be at the diagonal line (/). They should use this to
gauge their speed.
A good speaker talks slowly enough to be understood by the listeners and
speaks in a pleasant voice, pronouncing each word correctly and distinctly. /
To develop a good speaking voice, you must spend sufficient time practicing
the elements of good speech. (42 words)
OR
For more of a challenge, have students practise reading the paragraph below
until they can read it I n 30 seconds, reaching the diagonal line in 15 seconds.
A good speaker talks slowly enough to be understood by the listeners and
speaks in a pleasant voice, articulating and pronouncing each word correctly
and distinctly. To develop a good speaking / voice, you must spend sufficient
time practicing the elements of good speech. An effective speaker is a
definite asset to those they find themselves around and will find opportunities
for advancing themselves. (64 words)
Once students are comfortable reading the selection, have them play with
creating different meanings by altering their volume, pitch and tone. They need
not do this with the entire selection, a sentence or two is sufficient.
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Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically addresses:
• Content covers a moderate range of subject matter
• Content uses moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary and idioms
• Selects from and uses a moderate range of formats and styles (experimenting with
interpretation using differing volume, pitch and tones)

Have the students sign up to make the school announcements, make an
announcement on CB, church announcements or volunteer to do an
announcement segment on the local radio station. By the end of the module each
student should have completed one announcement.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically addresses:
• Moderately demanding exchanges in everyday situations
• Content uses moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary and idioms
(dependent on announcement)
• Selects from and uses a moderate range of formats and styles (informal, formal, public
addresses, appropriate to medium, etc.)

Classroom Reinforcement
Post up the Speak Well poster provided at the end of this unit or have student
volunteers provide their own version of a poster.
Accommodating Diversity
Students who are not comfortable reading could be paired with strong readers for
the reading activities; provide suggestions and encouragement. An alternative to
the Activity would be to use a drama activity with a brief script and directions that
the characters have just had a fight. For the Follow-Up, students could practise
with just one sentence instead of the entire paragraph.
Assessment
Student – After the announcements have been made, ask the students selfevaluate using the Announcement Self Evaluation. Fill out the Participation
Checklist or the Unit Evaluation for this unit.
Teacher – Throughout the module and after each activity involving group work,
draw attention to the use of oral language skills, commenting on the skills you
noticed students using. Observe students in their group work and note the skills
that the class, as well as individuals, need to learn or to improve, as outlined in
the Oral Skills Indicators. Complete the Participation Checklist for this unit,
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Colour Your Voice Card
Read the following sentence in a way that conveys the intended meaning. The word in
bold is the suggested word to stress in someway.
1. Intention: Sandra, not someone else.
Sandra gave her a blue jacket.
2. Intention: The receiver did not earn the gift of the jacket.
Sandra gave her a blue jacket.
3. Intention: It is a surprise that the jacket was given to her.
Sandra gave her a blue jacket.
4. Intention: The particular color of the jacket is surprising.
Sandra gave her a blue jacket.
5. Intention: To question whether it really was a jacket and not some other item that was
given.
Sandra gave her a blue jacket.
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Speak Well Poster

PITCH

VOLUME

SPEAK WELL

TONE
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Speaking Well
A good speaker talks slowly enough to be understood by the listeners and speaks in a
pleasant voice, pronouncing each word correctly and distinctly. / To develop a good
speaking voice, you must spend sufficient time practicing the elements of good speech.
(42 words)

A good speaker talks slowly enough to be understood by the listeners and speaks in a
pleasant voice, pronouncing each word correctly and distinctly. / To develop a good
speaking voice, you must spend sufficient time practicing the elements of good speech.
(42 words)
A good speaker talks slowly enough to be understood by the listeners and speaks in a
pleasant voice, pronouncing each word correctly and distinctly. / To develop a good
speaking voice, you must spend sufficient time practicing the elements of good speech.
(42 words)

A good speaker talks slowly enough to be understood by the listeners and speaks in a
pleasant voice, pronouncing each word correctly and distinctly. / To develop a good
speaking voice, you must spend sufficient time practicing the elements of good speech.
(42 words)

A good speaker talks slowly enough to be understood by the listeners and speaks in a
pleasant voice, pronouncing each word correctly and distinctly. / To develop a good
speaking voice, you must spend sufficient time practicing the elements of good speech.
(42 words)

A good speaker talks slowly enough to be understood by the listeners and speaks in a
pleasant voice, pronouncing each word correctly and distinctly. / To develop a good
speaking voice, you must spend sufficient time practicing the elements of good speech.
(42 words)
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Speaking Well
A good speaker talks slowly enough to be understood by the listeners and speaks in a
pleasant voice, articulating and pronouncing each word correctly and distinctly. To
develop a good speaking / voice, you must spend sufficient time practicing the
elements of good speech. An effective speaker is a definite asset to those they find
themselves around and will find opportunities for advancing themselves. (64 words)

A good speaker talks slowly enough to be understood by the listeners and speaks in a
pleasant voice, articulating and pronouncing each word correctly and distinctly. To
develop a good speaking / voice, you must spend sufficient time practicing the
elements of good speech. An effective speaker is a definite asset to those they find
themselves around and will find opportunities for advancing themselves. (64 words)

A good speaker talks slowly enough to be understood by the listeners and speaks in a
pleasant voice, articulating and pronouncing each word correctly and distinctly. To
develop a good speaking / voice, you must spend sufficient time practicing the
elements of good speech. An effective speaker is a definite asset to those they find
themselves around and will find opportunities for advancing themselves. (64 words)

A good speaker talks slowly enough to be understood by the listeners and speaks in a
pleasant voice, articulating and pronouncing each word correctly and distinctly. To
develop a good speaking / voice, you must spend sufficient time practicing the
elements of good speech. An effective speaker is a definite asset to those they find
themselves around and will find opportunities for advancing themselves. (64 words)
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Unit 4: Speaking with Clarity
Learning Competency
Students will enhance communication by:
• exploring various strategies that contribute to speaking clearly
• listening to and evaluating various speakers using different forms of media for
clarity of speech.
Language Development

Materials
Teacher-created audio reading with photocopies for each student
Television
Taped television or movie clip for viewing (not provided, teacher must record it
prior to lesson)
Background

Opener – Tongue Twisters
Have the students form pairs. Provide each pair with a set of tongue twisters. Ask
the students to take turns saying the tongue twisters with the aim to speak the
tongue twisters as quickly and clearly as possible.
•
•
•
•

•
•

Which wristwatches are Swiss wristwatches?
Inchworms inching.
The myth of Miss Muffet.
Betty Botter had some butter, “But,” she said, “This butter’s bitter. If I bake this
bitter butter, it would make my batter bitter. But a bit of better butter, that
would make my batter better.” So she bought a bit of butter, better than her
bitter butter, and she baked it in her batter and the batter was not bitter. So
‘twas better Betty Botter bought a bit of better butter.
Shy Shelly says she shall sew sheets.
Mrs. Smith’s Fish Sauce Shop.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators focusing on understanding and listening have been
met

Connector – Hidden Dialogue 5
Play the video clip of two people in a dialogue. Cover or turn the monitor around.
Ask the students to build a mental picture of the person who is talking.
Young/old? Male/female? Fat/thin? Strong/weak? Well educated/poorly
educated? Confident/nervous? Co-operative/uncooperative. Students should
work in groups to create a profile. Have the groups share their profiles and then
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watch the video. Debrief by discussing the reasons for their observations being
accurate or not.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically addresses:
• Content is moderately complex and deals mostly with facts and opinions
• Content uses moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary and idioms
• Content uses language that is factual and abstract
• Students communicate with one or more people at a time (small groups)

Activity – Top Five
Use the audio reading provided with the Communications kit or create your own
from a selection of stories, poems, or newspapers at a level easily accessible for
your students. Make sure that you read the selection several times before
creating the master copy. You will want to ensure that you follow the Top Five
Ideas for Speaking Clearly. Provide students with a copy of the passage and
have the students work in pairs taking turns reading along, attempting to mimic
your voice.
Provide students with the Top Five Ideas for Speaking Clearly handout at the end
of the unit. Have them work in groups of about four or five taking turns reading the
selection provided earlier. As they read, they should disregard one of the Top
Five Ideas and have the group guess which one it is.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators focusing on listening and understanding skills have
been met
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically addresses listening
skills in the following areas:
• Content is moderately complex and deals mostly with facts and opinions
• Content uses moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary and idioms
• Content uses language that is factual and abstract
• Communicating with one or more persons at a time (working in groups)

Reflections
Content – What are the Five Ideas for speaking clearly and why are they
important?
Collaborative – How does speaking clearly contribute to working well in a group?
Consider the connection between those listening and those speaking. What
situations could arise if the information is not flowing clearly from one person to
another?
Personal – Speaking in front of a large or small group can be an intimidating
experience. Knowing what skills make us effective communicators helps us to
proceed with confidence. What did you learn about your own ability to
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communicate clearly? What is your strength? Are there areas you will continue to
work on? What are they?
Follow-Up – Speaker Evaluation
Have the students attend a meeting in the community, such as a Hamlet Council
meeting, a youth group meeting or a general meeting at the community hall or
school gym for volunteer fire fighters or search and rescue. Using the Top Five
Ideas for Speaking Clearly, have them evaluate a speaker of their choice. You will
find an evaluation sheet to guide the process at the end of the unit. Have students
choose a meeting where the speech used is appropriate, that is, not too much
terminology that they are unfamiliar with. Alternatively, videotape a graduation
Master of Ceremonies speech, valedictorian speech, or use a clip from The Last
Lecture (provided in the kit). Use the evaluation guide at the end of the unit to
evaluate one of these speakers.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators relative to understanding and listening skills have
been met
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically addresses
understanding and listening skills and depending on level of exchange during meeting)
• Content is moderately complex and deals with facts, emotions, opinions
• Content covers range of subject matter
• Content uses moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary and idioms
• Content uses language that is factual and abstract
• Moderate duration (10-30 minutes)

Classroom Reinforcement
Display the Top Five Ideas for Speaking Clearly on a large piece of poster paper.
Keep the poster visible for the duration of the module. Refer to the poster
throughout the module when students are reporting in a group, reading a
selection, or when necessary. Volunteer students may want to do the poster for
you.
Accommodating Diversity
For the Opener, make up your own tongue twisters with the students. In the
Activity, discuss with students the use of finals in Inuktitut; these are very soft
sounds that are critical to meaning. This activity is useful for students in the class
who are hard of hearing. For the Follow-Up you may want to record a segment of
a talk show to use in place of students attending a local meeting.
Assessment
Student – Fill out the Participation Checklist or the Unit Evaluation for this unit.
Complete a Journal Evaluation form. Sign up for a conference.
Teacher – Throughout the module and after each activity involving group work,
draw attention to the use of oral language skills, commenting on the skills you
noticed students using. Observe students in their group work and note the skills
that the class, as well as individuals, need to learn or to improve as outlined in the
34
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Oral Skills Indicators. Collect the students’ journals and respond to their
Reflections. Complete the Participation Checklist for this unit. You have
completed nearly half the module. Post a sign-up sheet for student conferences.
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Top Five Ideas for Speaking Clearly
1. Slow Down – The easiest way to be understood is to speak at a pace that is
comfortable. When we are nervous it is easy to speak too quickly. Listen to yourself.
2. Pause – Pauses help our listeners process what has been said. Use punctuation marks
if you are reading as natural pauses. If you are speaking, make sure the end of a
sentence, and new ideas are indicated by a pause.
3. Speak Up – If you have something to say – say it! Take a deep breath and speak on the
exhale. Do not cover your mouth with your hand, book or notes. Look at the person to
whom you are speaking, making sure your volume is appropriate.
4. Articulate Word Endings – Make sure that you say entire words; especially endings like
‘ed’ added on to words to make them past tense, as well as ‘s’ in plural words. You will
want to make sure that the beginning of words such as ‘un,’ and ‘dis’ are clearly heard.
5. Clear Your Consonants – Listen for the consonants that are easily mixed up. They are:
B and P
D and T
G and K
V and F
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Evaluation Guide for Speaking Clearly
1. Did the speaker speak slowly enough?
Most of the time
Some of the time

Not at all

2. Did the speaker pause to allow you to really hear what they were saying?
Most of the time
Some of the time
Not at all

3. Did the speaker keep their mouth visible and could you hear the speaker?
Most of the time
Some of the time
Not at all

4. Did the speaker clearly say entire words?
Most of the time
Some of the time

Not at all

5. Did the speaker keep his/her consonants clear?
Most of the time
Some of the time
Not at all
What did you enjoy most about the speaker’s style of presentation?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

If you were a speaking coach, what would you encourage the speaker to work on in
order to improve?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Unit 5: Informal Greetings and Acknowledgements
Learning Competency
Students will identify and apply the conventions of informal greetings by:
• practising appropriately greeting others in a variety of social contexts
• researching on-line appropriate greetings from other cultures.
Language Development

Materials
Set of value cards (these were first used in Module 1, Unit 1) or set provided with
the resource kit
Markers and/or pencil crayons
Photocopy Greetings to You drawings for each pair of students
Strips of paper, one for each student
Access to computers for research
Background
The principle of tunnganarniq is being welcoming to others, being open in
communications and inclusive in the ways people interact. In Inuit culture,
demonstrating this attitude is essential in building positive relationships with
others.
An important part of being welcoming in many cultures is the greetings that are
used.
Opener – What I’m Thinking …
Ask the class to sit in a circle. Tell the students that they are to think of a
concrete thing or object (hamburger, truck, hockey stick, iPod, polar bear). Going
around the circle each person states what their object was and how it connects to
the person beside them. For example, the first student may say: I was thinking of
food. The second student may have been thinking of a boat, and might say: I was
thinking of a boat and the connection between food and a boat is that you can
catch food from a boat.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met

Connector – Values
Discuss that we all like to be acknowledged and affirmed. In the Opener we
made silly connections between ideas; in the real world of home, school,
community and work, we too want to make connections with the people around
us. We want to create homes, schools, communities, and places of work that are
welcoming. Break the class into small groups. Distribute a set of value cards to
each group. Instruct the groups to choose their top few picks of values that
incorporate the idea of being welcoming. Students should be prepared to share
38
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why they chose the values they did and how the value reflects the idea of being
welcoming.
After the task is completed have each group join another and share their choice
of values and rationale.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically addresses:
• Moderately demanding exchange in everyday situations (ex: explaining)
• Content is moderately complex and deals with facts , opinions, maybe emotions
• Content covers moderate range of subject matter
• Content uses moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary and idioms
• Content uses language that is factual and abstract
• Communicate with one or more people at a time (in small group and with larger group)

Activity – Greetings
Ask the students to take a minute and quietly think of the various places they find
themselves in over the course of a week. Who do they meet? How do they make
them feel welcomed, acknowledged or affirmed?
Discuss that greetings are one of the ways to acknowledge and welcome those
we come in contact with.
As a class, brainstorm the different environments the students find themselves in,
what kinds of greetings are appropriate in each environment, and how the
greetings differ from environment to environment. Discuss that we have places,
such as a doctor’s office, job interview, or answering the phone at a place we
work, where greetings are more formal. When we meet a friend at the grocery
store we usually greet them informally. When we pass an elder on the street we
have yet another way of acknowledging her or him.
Inform the students a friend has amnesia and has forgotten all his or her social
skills. She or he will need to re-learn the etiquette of greeting people. Distribute
the drawings of people greeting each other in different places. Working in pairs,
have them create dialogues for two of the drawings.
Have the students work together with another pair. Each pair should role-play one
of their dialogues. The other pair should guess which drawing is being enacted.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically addresses:
• Content is moderately complex and deals with facts, opinions
• Content uses moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary and idioms
• Students selects from and uses a moderate range of formats and styles (formal, informal,
appropriate to medium, audience, environment, role plays)
• Communicate with one or more people at a time (in small groups)
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Reflections
Content – Take a look at the Essential Skills Oral Indicators. Find where you
think “greetings” would fall and note the reference. Give at least two examples of
different greetings that you use regularly. Include the people to whom the greeting
is directed and the places this type of greeting might be used.
Collaborative – Do you think oral skills and interpersonal skills are linked? If so,
how?
Personal – What characteristics do you have that would make other people feel
comfortable? In which situations do you find it difficult to express these
characteristics? Why do you think this is the case?
Follow-Up – Cross-Cultural Greetins
Discuss that different cultures have different greeting habits. Some gestures of
welcoming are nearly universal, such as smiling, but even this has exceptions.
For example, in some Asian countries smiling when being introduced in a formal
setting would be considered rude; smiling is saved for informal settings between
people who know each other well.
Provide the students with the following list of possible countries to research a
cultural greeting from. Use the internet to complete this task. There are many web
sites, such as www.tripod.com (enter search for cultural greetings, then click on
cultural gestures) that provide interesting information. Make sure to inform
students that what their research will provide is generalizations. If they searched
for Canadian greetings, they would find that a handshake is considered an
appropriate greeting. They know however, that not all Canadians in all
circumstances greet each other with a handshake. Nonetheless, it is worthwhile
information, as it does convey a general view of an acceptable greeting in
Canada.
Argentina
Brazil
Iran
Israel
Egypt
India
Japan
China
Country or culture of your choice
Your own culture and country
On a strip of paper, ask students to write out a brief description of the greeting of
the country they are researching. Once the students are finished, fold the strips
and place into a container. Take turns drawing strips from the container and
guessing which country the greeting is from.
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Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met relevant to understanding and
listening skills (example task: following simple directions)

Classroom Reinforcement
Have the students post up the drawing of the flag for the country under study in
the Follow- Up and the three to five points of cultural etiquette underneath.
Accommodating Diversity
In the Opener allow a minute or two for the students to make a connection
between thoughts. Allow the group to offer suggestions for those students who
are not able to make a connection. The student may then choose the suggestion
they like best. An alternative would be to bring in a box filled with a variety of
items and students take an item from the box as it is passed around.
Allow those students who would enjoy selecting their own situations and
sketching the corresponding scenarios for the Activity to do so. Either visit Elders
or invite them to class to speak about appropriate gestures of welcome and
affirmation. What is their understanding of the handshake?
For the Follow-Up, you could instruct students to find a picture of the national flag
of the country they are researching to reproduce on poster paper with either
markers or pencil crayons. Under the flag they should tack up at least three bits of
cultural information, one of which would be an acceptable greeting.
Assessment
Student – Fill out the Participation Checklist or the Unit Evaluation for this unit.
Teacher – Hold student conferences; see assessment template in Appendix B.
Complete the Participation Checklist for this unit. Complete an Oral
Communication Tracking Form found in Appendix C.
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Value Cards

dMoJw31i6

wvJ6t+Q1i6

Makitpaallirniq

Ikayuqatigiingniq

Resilience

Cooperation

Résilience

Coopération

Ws6hx3i6

x8N4g3i6
Annakhimaarniq

Hunamirutittailiniq

Survival

Conservation

Survie

Conservation
wM+Q5

N[o1i6

Ilagiit

Piqpaguhungniq

Family

Love

Famille

Amour

vg5p3vtQ1i6
Havaqatigiingniq
Teamwork
Travail d'équipe
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yK7jx1i6
Hivumuurniq
Moving Forward
Aller de l'avant
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xu6+v6X1i6

whmsvE8i6

Tunihiqatigiingniq

Qanuriliurutikhaqhiurniq

Sharing

Resourcefulness

Partage

Ingéniosité

xJ8q5txo3i6

g+ni6

Ayuiqhimattiarniq

Naalangniq

Mastery

Listening

Maîtrise

Écoute

r2o6yi6
Qauyimatqunniq

Irinahukhimaittumik

Significance

Patience

Portée

Patience

iEs1i6

b2WstJlxi6

s0pDh5tx3i
Qun’ngiarniq
Observation

Hungiutitaarniq
Adaptability

Observation

Adaptabilité
Wi3C6gJ6

xro6h6bsNi WoE?1i6

Hakugingniq

Ikayuqtuiniq

Strength

Volunteer

Force

Bénévole
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yKi3j5 whm4n6ys3i6

xqct+Q1i6

Hivituyumik Tautungniq

Angiqatigiingniq

Taking the Long View

Consensus

Voir à long terme

Consensus

nWoJw8i6

nTi6

Taimaaqtailiniq

Hakugingniq

Endurance

Strength

Endurance

Force

g4f3i6

spDhtxi6

Anniruhuyuinniq

Ikpiguhungniq

Generosity

Respect

Générosité

Respect

xbsyst5ti6

WshQq8i6

Ilauqatigiingniq

Anangain’ngaayuinniq

Unity

Unpretentious

Unité

Sans prétention

mux5g8N31i6

hqspJlxi6

Mamianiaarniq

Naammaguhungniq

Apologize

Acceptance

Présenter des excuses

Acceptation
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xbsysct+Q1i6

w4WQgCsi6

Atauttimiuniq

Ataviqarniq

Oneness

Interconnectedness

Identité

Interconnectivité

s4WE/c3i6

wvJ3i6

Ukpiruhungniq

Ikayurniq

Trust

Helping

Confiance

Aidant

W/4ncs3i6

vJt3gi6

Kamagiyakhaqarniq

Hatuittailiniq

Responsibility

Perseverance

Responsabilité

Persévérance

hoi6

xpQ4tti6

Iquttailiniq

Aadjigiingniq

Honesty

Equality

Honnêteté

Égalité

ck6+gD8N3i6
Himmautiqaqhuniihuaqhidjutikhamik

Improvisation
Improvisation
wk4g5 ttCsy6 +xe4bsymJ6 wk7mEoEp4f8k5, xg6bsK6 tt6vk5
scsycct+Qq4vlx6Xb
Please note: A standard form of syllabic orthography, according to ICI, has been used
for the different dialects.
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Greetings to You 6
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Oral Communication
Introduction
Oral Communication primarily pertains to the use of verbal skills (speaking and
listening) to exchange thoughts, ideas and information. Oral communication has four
levels of complexity based on four dimensions of oral communication:
•
•
•
•

Communication function: why and how one communicates
Communication content: range and complexity of information about which one
communicates
Communication context: to whom and in what circumstances one communicates;
predictability of context
Risk level: the seriousness of the consequences if one fails to successfully
communicate
Oral Communication has four complexity levels. Level 4 represents the most complex
and difficult tasks associated with this skill. It is expected that high school graduates will
be able to demonstrate Oral Communication skills at complexity Levels 1 and 2. (Some
graduates may be able to demonstrate competency in some of the more advanced Oral
Communication Level 3 tasks.)

Please see Appendix C for a more detailed chart of Essential Skills Oral
Communications Levels and indicators as taken directly from the Essential Skills web
site at http://srv108.services.gc.ca/english/general/readers_guide_whole.shtml#42.
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Dimensions
and
Examples

Level 1
Indicators

Communication
Function

Takes part in simple
exchanges in
everyday situations

Communication
Content

Clearly
communicates/
understands content
that:
 is simple and deals
with facts; limited
number of details
 covers a narrow
range of subject
matter (familiar topic
or one main issue);
 uses narrow range
of general and
content-specific
vocabulary;
 uses language that
is factual and
concrete.

Level 2
Indicators

Level 3
Indicators

Takes part in
Takes part in
moderately
demanding
demanding
exchanges in
exchanges in
complex situations
everyday situations
Clearly
Participates in
communicates/
interactions that:
understands content
that:
 deal with complex
and detailed issues
involving facts,
 is moderately
concepts and
complex and deals
mostly with facts but opinions;
also emotions and
opinions;
 cover a significant
range of subject
 covers a moderate matter or issues;
range of subject
matter( usually one  use language that
main issue);
can be conceptual
and abstract ;
 uses a moderate
range of general and  use an extensive
context-specific
range of general and
vocabulary and
context-specific
idioms;
vocabulary and
idioms;
 uses language that
is factual or concrete  require ability to
and abstract.
organize, present
and interpret ideas
coherently.
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Level 4
Indicators
Takes part in very
demanding
exchanges in highly
complex situations
Participates in
interactions that:
 deal with very
complex and
detailed matters
involving facts,
opinions, emotions,
values and
controversy;
 cover a wide range
and depth of subject
matter and issues;
 use highly
abstract, conceptual
or technical
language;
 require high level
of inference, ability
to organize, present
and interpret.
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Communication
Context

Communicates
(speaks and listens)
effectively:

Communicates
(speaks and listens)
effectively:

 with one person at  with one or more
a time in familiar and people at a time in
common situations
mostly familiar and
predictable
situations
 uses an
established or set
format/ style to
 selects from and
exchange
uses a moderate
information
range of
format/styles to
exchange is brief: 10 present or obtain
minutes or less
information

Risk Level

Communicates
(speaks and listens)
effectively:
 with one or more
people at a time in
occasionally
unpredictable or
new situations.


selects from and
uses a significant
wide range of
formats/styles.

Communicates
(speaks and listens)
effectively:
 with one or more
unfamiliar and/or
challenging people
at a time in quite
unpredictable
situations


selects, creatively
uses or adapts a
wide range of
formats and styles to
suit audience

 exchange is of
medium to extended
duration: 30 minutes  expert in use of
 uses/comprehends  exchange is brief
simple body
to medium duration: or more
body language and
language (pointing,
up to 10 - 30
nonverbal
for example)
minutes)
 uses/comprehends communication
techniques
very effective body
 uses/comprehends language.
appropriate body
 deals with
language
significant conflict or
 deals with conflict
differing points of
when necessary
view
 deals with minor,
everyday conflicts
Low risk: failure to
Moderate risk:
Significant risk:
Critical risk: failure
communicate
failure to
failure to
to communicate
/understand may
communicate
communicate
/understand may
lead to temporary
/understand may
/understand may
lead to loss of life or
confusion,
lead to loss of time, lead to significant
serious injury,
embarrassment or
minor hazards, or
hazards, public
serious personal
minor inefficiencies
one-on-one conflict
hostility, or loss of
consequences to
that can be easily
considerable money speaker or her/his
resolved
and time
organization.

Sample Tasks  participates in brief
everyday
conversations with
some confidence

takes part in
 takes part in
 takes part in very
longer, moderately
demanding,
demanding, very
demanding
extended exchanges long exchanges in
everyday exchanges in complex
highly complex
with confidence
situations with
situations with
confidence
confidence
 interacts effectively
with one person at a  interacts effectively
time
and frequently with  gives presentation  makes formal,
several people at a
to a group of people public presentations
time
who may be
to large groups of
 exchanges,
unknown, may
people using visual
presents and
include authority
aids; audience may
discusses
 gives a short talk
information that
to a small group of
figures, may be
be challenging and
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deals with facts

known people who
are non-challenging

 uses narrow range
of general
 exchanges,
vocabulary and uses presents and
set style/format
discusses
information that
deals with facts,
 gives simple
emotions and
greetings
opinions
 asks and answers
routine questions to  uses moderate
get/receive
range of general
information
vocabulary and
selects from and
uses moderate
 gives and
range of
understands simple
format/styles
directions
 co-ordinates work
with one or two
other individuals.

 gives formal
greetings

 questions number
of people to obtain
 participates in
information
routine
conversations on the
telephone
 follows or gives
detailed multi-step
 follows main ideas, instructions
identifies key words
and important
 co-ordinates work
details by listening
with several other
to brief, simple
individuals.
presentation on
concrete and
 participates in
familiar subjects
formal conversations
on telephone
 follows main ideas,
identifies key words
and important
details by listening
to longer, more
complex
presentations on
less familiar subjects

challenging

hostile

 exchanges,
 exchanges,
presents and
presents and
discusses
discusses
information that
information that
deals with detailed
deals with very
information involving complex and
facts, emotions and
detailed information
opinions
involving facts,
emotions and
 uses language that opinions, values and
controversy
is conceptual and
abstract and uses
wide range of styles  uses highly
abstract conceptual
 provides or follows or technical
language and
complex directions
adapts or creatively
and instructions
uses wide range of
format/styles to suit
 persuades;
resolves non-routine audience
conflict; entertains,
counsels or
 facilitates or leads
evaluates
groups, deals with
complex problem
solving, building
 co-ordinates work
consensus among
with and for others
variety of differing
individuals or
 participates in
organizations
exchanges using
audio and video
teleconferencing
 persuades; instils
understanding of
 comprehends main complex subject
points and details by matter
listening to long
presentations on
 conducts
variety of topics in
negotiations and
moderately
mediation
demanding context
 conducts
counselling,
assessment and
evaluation
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competent and
fluently interprets all
spoken discourse;
follows long complex
presentations on
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Illustrative
Examples

Greet people at a
school event
appropriately and
answer basic
questions about the
event
Receive and
understand oral
directions or
assignments from a
teacher

Participate in class
or school meetings,
Explain/understand
how to do a
particular
assignment or solve
a particular issue
Present a formal talk
using visual aids
Provide honest
feedback to a friend
or another student
in a way that’s
sensitive to her/his
feelings

Leave a brief
message on a
friend’s answering
machine
Give visitors
directions to the
school office

Settle a minor
conflict by talking
with and calming
down a fellow
Talk with a partner
or fellow student and student
coordinate work and
Train or give
time schedules
instructions to a
junior student under
her or his direction

Examples
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Day Care Helpers
speak with parents
to inform them of
their children’s
activities, progress
and behaviour, to
answer questions
and to receive
information about
the children’s health
or other issues.

Interact with
students from
another school or
community who are
participating in the
same activity and
coordinate work or
solve problems
Parents instruct
children about an
activity or outing,
including any safety
rules they should
follow.
Airport Ticket
Agents resolve
conflicts concerning
customer

broad variety of
subject matter
Lead informal
Conduct interviews
meetings such as a
and focus groups for
team meeting to
the purpose of
exchange
gathering research
information, opinions data
or ideas about a
project
Chair formal,
structured meeting
Use storytelling in a with a variety of
unknown individuals
workshop to help
present an idea and
to stimulate learning
Negotiators and
mediators mediate
Use
to resolve conflict
teleconferencing to
exchange ideas and and produce
agreements
opinions with a
between individuals,
group of students
from across Canada groups,
organizations or
countries
Express ideas
concisely and
simply, and make
effective use of body
language when
interacting with
people who speak
other languages

Carpenters interact
with apprentices to
provide direction
and monitor their
work
Hunting Guides
interact with clients
to share expertise
about animal
tracking and impart

.High school
teachers teach
academic subjects
to high school
students, select the
mot appropriate
teaching methods,
organize the subject
matter, and adapt
presentation styles.
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Cashiers greet
customers, tell them
the total of their bill
and respond to their
questions about
products and hours
of operation.
Parents or
Babysitters
speak to cashiers,
store clerks when
purchasing items or
asking about prices
or hours of
operation.
Community
Workers respond to
telephone requests
for information and
assistance.

knowledge about the Firefighters give
area's culture and
clear and concise
topography.
verbal instructions to
other firefighters,
Airline pilots
Secretaries and
superiors and
other Office
emergency
communicate
responders during
frequently with flight Workers discuss
crew about the
work processes and emergencies.
status of the aircraft upcoming events in
Nurses
and its readiness for staff meetings.
take-off.
communicate with
Computer
patients and their
Technicians attend families when
Personal Care
Attendants talk to
meetings with
patients have been
patients to make
colleagues and codiagnosed with a
them comfortable,
workers to share
critical illness.
instruct them about
information about
Social Workers
basic self-care,
the development of
explain procedures
web pages or
counsel individual
and calm them when software application clients who are
they are
projects.
struggling with
personal problems
Heavy Equipment
such as depression,
Operators
families torn by
participate in group
abuse and groups
discussions at the
affected by social
work site concerning
problems such as
how to do a
poverty.
particular job.
complaints, often
with the help of a
supervisor

Hunters talk to
other hunters to
discuss hunting
conditions, weather,
game and
equipment.
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Module Tracking Form: Essential Skill – Oral Communication
Student ______________________
Not
yet

Consistent Demonstration of Skill
Comment

Date

Date

Date

Oral Communication Level 1
Function: Student takes part in:
simple exchanges in everyday
situations (responding to simple
inquiries, obtaining specific
information).
Content: Student clearly communicates/understands content that:
is simple and deals with facts;
limited number of details.
covers a narrow range of subject
matter (familiar topic or one main
issue).
uses a narrow range of general
and context-specific vocabulary.
uses language that is factual and
concrete.
Context: Student communicates (speaks and listens) effectively:
with one person at a time in
familiar and common situations
for a brief duration of time
(10 minutes or less).
using a set format and style.
using/understanding simple body
language (pointing, for example).

Oral Communication Level 2
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Function: Student can take part in:
moderately demanding
exchanges in everyday situations
(for example, exchanging
detailed information, explaining).
Content: Student clearly communicates/understands content that:
is moderately complex and deals
mostly with facts but also
emotions and opinions.
covers a moderate range of
subject matter (usually one main
issue.)
uses a moderate range of
general and context-specific
vocabulary and idioms.
uses language that is factual,
concrete and abstract.
Context: Student communicates (speaks and listens) effectively:
with one or more people at a
time in mostly familiar and
predictable situations for brief to
moderation durations of time.
(10 - 30 minutes)
selects from and uses a
moderate range of formats and
styles.
uses appropriate body language
and gestures.
dealing with minor, everyday
conflicts/differences.
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Unit 6: Phone Conversations
Learning Competency
Students will communicate clearly and effectively when using the telephone by:
• identifying and employing the appropriate skills and etiquette required.
Language Development – Jigsaw
A strategy in which a student becomes an expert in a specific area by working on
a team to investigate a particular concept or idea. After this investigation, new
groups are formed and members present their particular area of expertise to the
rest of their group. Each group member then learns from the other members and
gains access to new material.
Materials
Cups and string for mock telephones
Recording of voice mail and answering machine messages
Photocopy and cut the Phone Cards
Markers
Poster paper
Background
Technology has changed the way we communicate and do business. Proper use
of the telephone and generally accepted phone etiquette is usually not taught in
school and yet telephone communication is a skill needed in both personal and
work life. The telephone is often the first contact many people have with someone
new. It holds the potential to create a positive image and foster good
relationships.
Opener – Speaking but not Seeing
Have students make cup and string phones. Using the cups, they are to
communicate a message without looking at each other. At the end of their
message, have them verify the message with their partner. What difference would
it have made to the communication if they could have looked at each other?
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators relative to listening and understanding skills have
been met

Connector –
Break your class into groups of three or four. Have half the class take a survey of
the businesses in your community which use voice mail (or some kind of
messaging service). You will need to ensure that the groups survey different
businesses. They could do this by stopping by or phoning. Have the other half of
the class do a survey of homes that make use of answering machines. Again, you
will need to ensure they survey different homes. Have the groups share their
information and compile a set of class statistics.
60
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Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically addresses listening
skills in the following areas:
• Moderately demanding exchanges in everyday situations
• Content is moderately complex and deals mostly with facts and opinions
• Content uses moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary and idioms
• Communicating with one or more persons at a time (working in groups)
• Students select from and use a moderate range of formats and styles (formal, informal
style appropriate to medium/telephone, appropriate to audience, survey – questioning
style, etc.)

From the information gathered, why is it an important skill to know how to speak
properly on the phone, both answering the phone and leaving messages?
Activity – Phone Cards
Record a number of possible voice mail/answering machine messages or use the
ones provided with the Communications kit. Each message should illustrate one
of the important elements of leaving a message listed below. Have students
listen to each message, then discuss as a class or as a think-pair-share activity.
Post the following questions on the blackboard or in a visible spot in the room:
How do I leave a voice mail message?
What are some good telephone manners?
What is the proper way to place a telephone call?
What should I say if I get a wrong number?
What information should I include when taking or leaving a message?
As a class, brainstorm responses to each question based on the recordings in
the first part of the Activity.
Inform the students that they are to go on a quest to find more ideas to add to the
list of brainstormed responses. Break the class into six groups. Provide each
group with a Phone Card. There are six cards, one per group. The task of each
group is to develop and tape a scenario to illustrate a good and a bad example of
the information on their Phone Card.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met.
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically addresses listening
skills in the following areas:
• Content covers a moderate range of subject matter
• Content uses moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary and idioms
• Communicating with one or more persons at a time (working in groups)

Reflections
Content – What are the five most important things you learned in this unit?
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Collaborative – How do good manners and etiquette help us get along well with
others?
Personal – Information is powerful as it can help prepare us for situations we will
face. How might the information you learned in this unit benefit you in the future?
Follow-Up – Script – Role Play
Each group will present their two scenarios to the rest of the class and invite
feedback.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met.
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically addresses listening
skills in the following areas:
• Content covers a moderate range of subject matter
• Content uses moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary and idioms
• Communicating with one or more persons at a time (working in groups)
• Students select from and use moderate range of formats and styles (role playing, using
formal, informal messages, style appropriate to the telephone)

Classroom Reinforcement
Post up a large sketch of a telephone. Have the students use markers to jot down
the skills of proper phone etiquette on the drawing.
Accommodating Diversity
As a more complicated activity for the Opener, inform students they are going to
send messages using a hand version of Morse Code. If you have already
completed Module 2: Essential Writing, your class will have some background
knowledge of Morse Code.
Students have the choice of a long squeeze, short squeeze, or pause. They are
only allowed one pause per message.
Have the class sit in a circle. One person begins by sending a message of series
of squeezes and a pause to the student sitting next to them. The message is
passed around the circle until it returns to the originator who then states the
original message. For the first round allow only two parts (squeezes, pause) to
the message. Play several rounds, each time increasing the number of parts
included in the message. The number of pauses however, does not increase.
Debrief by asking: What parts were easy? What made it difficult? What
instructions would they give to another group attempting the same game?
For the Activity, instead of developing a scenario, each group could read the
Phone Card and in point form record the information in their own words. They
may choose to simply jot down a word or two to help them remember the points.
Have the class share the information they learned on the Phone Cards through a
Jig-Saw activity.
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Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met.
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically addresses listening
skills in the following areas:
• Content covers a moderate range of subject matter
• Content uses moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary and idioms
• Communicating with one or more persons at a time (working in groups)
• Students select from and use moderate range of formats and styles (using formal,
informal messages, style appropriate to the telephone and situation)

Assessment
Student – Fill out the Participation Checklist or the Unit Evaluation for this unit.
Complete the Working with Others checklist.
Teacher – Continue to draw attention to the use of oral language skills. Focus on
skills where students need practice. Complete the Participation Checklist. Use
the template for working as a group in Appendix A for students to assess their
group work in this unit.
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Phone Cards 7
Phone Card 1: Leaving a Voice Mail Message
When leaving voice mail messages you should always identify yourself. The message
should be to the point. It is helpful to have a note beside you with the important
information you need to leave. Always leave your phone number, even if you have left it
before. Speak slowly and clearly, remember they will need to write down the
information. Remember your voice is being recorded, so watch how emotional you are
on the phone.

Phone Card 2: General Phone Manners
Turn off background noise such as a radio or TV. If you are placing the call, consider
the time of day and whether it will be a disruption to those at the other end. Identify
yourself at the start of the message or conversation. Don’t chew gum, drink or eat while
talking on the phone. Ask for permission before putting someone on speakerphone.
Talk to the person on the phone, not those around you. Listen to others without
interrupting them. Smile while you talk, you sound friendlier.

Phone Card 3: Placing a Call
Identify yourself. If you are making a call to a business or someone who you do not
know well, you should identify yourself in a formal way, such as, Hello it is June Kalluak
calling. I would like to speak to the manager. If calling someone you know well, you
would be informal in your greeting, Hi it’s June here. Is Suzanne home? State the
reason for your call. If the person sounds busy, ask if you should call back at another
time. If you need to, make sure you leave your name and phone number.

Phone Card 4: Responding to a Wrong Number
Never hang up if you think you have the wrong number. State who you are trying to
reach and that you think you have the wrong number. Apologize for interrupting
someone’s day. I’m sorry. I have reached the wrong number.
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Phone Card 5: Answering the Phone
Try and answer the phone within the first three rings. Identify yourself. State the name
of the business or organization if you are answering the phone at a place of work,
“Moon Star Hotel. David speaking.” If you are answering the phone at your home, you
will be less formal in how you answer. It is still a good idea to greet the caller and state
your name. “Hi. Paul here.” If the person whom the caller is trying to reach is
unavailable, ask to take a message. “Lena’s not here right now, may I take a message?”
Phone Card 6: Leaving a Message
Remember to be friendly even when the call is not for you. Write the message down.
Make sure you include five Ws.
WHO is the message for?
WHO is the message from?
WHAT is the message?
WHEN did you take the message?
WHERE is the receiver of the message to call?
After you have taken the message make sure it is delivered as quickly as possible.
Phone Card 7: Transferring a Call
If you answer the phone at work, and the caller is looking for someone else in your
office, you will have to inform the caller of the mistake, provide them with the correct
number or extension, and transfer the call.

Student Examples of Phone Cards:

____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
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Unit 7: Discussions
Learning Competency
Students will share information and ideas by:
• engaging in presentations and group discussions using effective speaking,
listening and questioning skills.
Language Development
open-ended question: a question which requires more than a ‘yes’ or ‘no’
response.
close-ended question: a question which ‘yes’ or ‘no’ can be the response.
Materials

Background
Community Agreement – A term and strategy borrowed from Tribes by Jeanne
Gibbs. The Community Agreements are: we practise respect, we listen
attentively, we have the right to participate and the right to pass, and we show
appreciation and avoid put-downs.
Discussions – The word discussion is defined as talk between two or more people
about any subject. One of the most natural and effective ways for students to
learn how to discuss events and ideas is to have the opportunity to simply talk in
a safe environment.
Opener – Object Share
Explain that from now until the end of the unit, each student will have the
opportunity to share briefly with a small group. You may want to make this a
regular part of every class from now until the unit is completed or until all the
students have had the opportunity to speak.
Ask students to bring any item that they value or that is of interest to them to
class (CD, picture, item of clothing, movie, tool, book). Tell them that the purpose
of this activity is to get to know each other better and to foster a feeling of safety
when speaking in front of others. Stress the role of the Tribes agreements before
beginning.
Gather the class in a circle and review the Tribes agreements.
we practise respect
we listen attentively
we have the right to participate and the right to pass
we show appreciation and avoid put-downs
Students are to state what the item is, where or how they received it, and why it is
of value to them. You should ensure that you thank the student for sharing and
ask one open-ended question of the student.
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Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically addresses listening
skills in the following areas:
• Moderately demanding exchanges in everyday situations
• Content is moderately complex and deals mostly with facts but may deal with emotions
and opinions as well
• Content uses moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary and idioms
(dependent on student presentation)
• Communicating with one or more persons at a time
• Selects from and uses moderate range of formats and styles (dependent on student
presentation)
• Uses appropriate body language and gestures (dependent on student presentation)

Connector – Yes/No Questions
As a class, brainstorm a list of nouns (person, place, thing or idea). The list
should include at least four times as many items as the number of students. Write
each item on the list on a slip of paper. You may want to ask the students to help
you with this to save time.
Have the class form groups of six to eight students. Hand each student one slip.
The group is to ask only closed-ended questions (those questions to which only a
‘yes’ or ‘no’ can be given) to find out the noun on the card that each group
member is holding. Every group member must ask a question before a second
round of questions may be asked.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically addresses listening
skills in the following areas:
• Communicating with one or more persons at a time

Debrief the activity at the end, asking students to share the kind of questions that
were most useful in obtaining information, something like the game of 20
questions. For example, a question such as Is it in the classroom? provides more
useful information than a question such as Is it in a desk? Is it smaller than a
binder is a better question than Is it something small?
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically addresses listening skills
in the following areas:
• Communicating with one or more persons at a time

Activity – Knowers and Guessers
Repeat the Connector. This time, all the group members are knower’s, except
one student who volunteers to be the guesser. The knower’s in the group do the
bulk of the work. The knower’s offer one hint after another until the guesser is
able to surmise the person, place, thing or idea. For example: “We don’t have any
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of these animals in Nunavut.” You may want to limit the number of hints the group
is allowed to give. The guesser should be allowed only three attempts. This
Activity is an exercise in allowing students to find things to say about a subject.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically
• Content covers a moderate range of subject matter
• Content uses a moderate range of general and context specfic vocabulary and idioms
(dependent on student hints)
• Content may use language that is factual or abstract (dependent on student hints)
• Communicating with one or more persons at a time

Reflections
Content – What is a discussion? You may use a dictionary if you need to;
however, write your response in your own words. What are the skills necessary to
be able to participate in a discussion?
Collaborative – How did the activities in this unit help you to get to know your
classmates?
Personal – How safe did you feel speaking? Which is easier for you, sharing
creative ideas or factual information? Why do you think this is the case?
Follow-Up – Mysteries 8
Break students into four groups and assign each group one of the following set of
details. Have each group develop the circumstances that led up to the incident.
Share their stories with the rest of the class.
1) A polar bear was found dead just outside (name of their town). It was missing
one leg. On closer examination a beautiful gold earring was found lying nearby
and what looked like a wad of gum in the bear’s mouth. What appeared to be
caribou footprints circled the bear.
2) A little boy, naked, with a shaved head ran down the street. It was summer and
he was laughing as he ran. He was waving a piece of paper in his hand.
3) While fishing, Josie caught a small fish. He was going to throw the fish back,
but a bulge in the fish’s belly caught his eye. He cut the fish open to find a little
silver box. His face showed terror as he opened the box.
4) A parcel arrived at the high school. It was addressed to Mrs. Stopper. No one
by that name worked at the school or lived in the community. The parcel was left
on the table in the staff room. The box disappeared during the night. No one in
town had ever heard of such a person.
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Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed (dependent on complexity of the
stories and the telling of stories): specifically addresses:
• Content covers a moderate range of subject matter
• Content uses a moderate range of general and context specific vocabulary and idioms
(dependents on student stories)
• Content may use language that is factual or abstract (dependent on student stories)
• Communicating with one or more persons at a time (work in groups, tell story to rest of
class)
• Selects from and uses a moderate range of formats and styles (using story telling formats)
• Use appropriate body language and gestures (depends on presentation of story)

Classroom Reinforcement

Accommodating Diversity
You can gauge the complexity of the Opener based on the comfort level of the
class. Some groups may be comfortable sharing with the entire class. If this is the
case, you could make the Opener where the students present to the class, as
opposed to a small group.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically
• Moderately demanding exchanges in everyday situations
• Content is moderately complex and deals mostly with facts but may deal with emotions
and opinions as well
• Content uses moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary and idioms
(dependent on student presentation)
• Communicating with one or more persons at a time
• Select from and uses moderate range of formats and styles (dependent on student
presentation)
• Uses appropriate body language and gestures (dependent on student presentation)

Assessment
Student – Fill out the Participation Checklist or the Unit Evaluation for the unit.
Complete a Journal Evaluation form.
Teacher – Continue to draw students’ attention to their use and mastery of oral
communication skills. Collect the students’ journals and respond to their
Reflections. Complete the Participation Checklist.
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Unit 8: Active Listening Skills
Learning Competency
Students will enhance communication by:
• identifying the difference between active and passive listening;
• applying the active listening strategies of non-judgmental listening and
paraphrasing;
• using active listening and viewing to discover bias.
Language Development – Strategies to Encourage Discussion
Four Corners9: In this strategy, the teacher frames a statement or question for the
students to consider. Various responses are labelled around the room: “strongly
agree,” “agree,” “strongly disagree,” “disagree.” Students are given time to quietly
think about their response and the reasons associated.
After a few moments, the teacher asks the students to move to the corner that
best represents their stance. In their corner, they exchange ideas with other
members of their group who share the same response. Students are encouraged
to remain open and listen to everyone’s responses. This strategy can be used for
many topics, questions, or subject areas.
Think-Pair-Share: Students are given time to think about the topic on their own;
this gives them an opportunity to organize prior knowledge, vocabulary, and
possible responses to the topic .They then share their thoughts with a partner
and, after that discussion, are much better prepared to share in the class
discussion.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met (depending on level of exchange in
discussion – could just relate to listening and understanding skills)
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically addresses:
• Moderately demanding exchanges in everyday situations (explaining)
• Content is moderately complex and deals with facts, opinions and emotions
• Content covers a moderate range of subject matter (depending on chosen topics and
subject areas)
• Content uses a moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary and idioms
• Content uses language that is factual and abstract
• Context: Communicates with one or more people at a time (small group discussions)

Materials
Copies of How Well do You Listen? for each student
Chart paper and markers or projector and laptop
Either copies of the political cartoon (at the end of this unit) for every student or
project it.
Background – Communicating in the Workplace 10
Most skills our students learn are observable. When they speak, there are audible
words. When they write, there are words on a piece of paper. However, when
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students are engaged in listening, the skills necessary to do so well are not
overtly observable. To add to the complexity, most skills our students learn are
corrected repeatedly. If they pronounce a word incorrectly, they are told how to
say the word the right way. Listening is assumed to be an automatic skill, yet
listening, like other skills, can be trained and improved.
We listen passively most often for pleasure – listening to music in the evening in
our bedroom, watching a movie with a group of friends. You do not need to
remember every word. However, there are many times when passive listening is
not appropriate, such as at school or work, or when being given specific
instructions.
Listening for pleasure and listening for information require different skills. Both
physical and mental preparation can improve listening skills. Most of our students
spend more time listening than talking, reading or writing. In the workplace it is
shown that 70% of a person’s workday is engaged in oral communication.
However, most people only remember 25% of what they hear. Hearing and
listening are not the same thing. Hearing happens with our ears, listening
happens when we actively engage not only our ears, but our mind as well.
In times past, observing and listening were key skills Inuit instilled in their
children. These skills are also critical in today’s world.
With the prevalence of social media in the lives of our students, it is important that
they also practise active listening and viewing in what they see and hear in any
media.
Opener – How well do you listen?
Ask the students to complete the How Well Do You Listen?
questionnaire found at the end of this unit. As a class, discuss each of the
questions and how an “always” response indicates good listening skills.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met (depending on level of exchange in
discussion)
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed (dependent on level of exchange
in discussion): specifically addresses:
• Content is moderately complex and deals with facts and opinions
• Content uses a moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary and idioms
• Context: Communicates with one or more people at a time (group discussions)

Connector – T-Chart
In small groups, have students make a T-Chart on chart paper of good ways to
listen and bad ways to listen. Have each group present back to the class. Discuss
the difference between ‘active’ and ‘passive’ listening. In their groups, have
students identify which of the items on their T-Chart are examples of active
listening and which are examples of passive listening. Have the students think of
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possible environments where each would be appropriate and helpful. Using the
questions from the How Well Do You Listen questionnaire for ideas, have the
students create a Good Listeners T-Chart.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met (depending on level of exchange in
discussion
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed (dependent on level of exchange
in discussion): specifically addresses:
• Content is moderately complex and deals with facts and opinions
• Content uses a moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary and idioms
• Content uses language that is factual and abstract
• Context: Communicates with one or more people at a time (group discussions)

Activity – Four Corners
Make coloured labels for strongly agree, agree, disagree, and strongly disagree
with the two negative labels in one colour and the two positive labels in another
colour. Post a label in the four corners of your room. Read one of the items
below and have the students respond by moving to the corner of their choice.
Once in their corners, have the students explain to the other students in their
corner why they chose this label. Ask students from a negative group to pair up
with one student from a positive group to further discuss their reasons for the
label they chose. The last step is to have two pairs join together and each
person in the group of four presents the reasoning of their partner.
Possible Four Corners statements:
Our School has enough after-school programs.
I am pleased with the opportunities in our community.
Math is the most important subject area in school.
Fishing derbies promote the principle of avatimik kamattiarniq.
Music is very important to mental well-being.
Repeat with several statements. Remind students that they are simply to listen
to their partner and be able to paraphrase the information. They are not to
correct or disagree, and, of course, no put-downs. You may prefer to create
your own statements based on the dynamics of your students. Note that this
would be a Level 2 task if the paraphrasing is 10 minutes or longer.
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Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met (depending on level of exchange
in discussion – could just relate to listening and understanding skills)
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically addresses listening
and understanding skills:
• Moderately demanding exchanges in everyday situations (explaining, clarifying,
paraphrasing)
• Content is moderately complex and deals with facts, opinions
• Content covers a moderate range of subject matter (depending on chosen topics and
subject areas)
• Content uses a moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary and idioms
• Content uses language that is factual and abstract (depending on topic chosen)
• Context: Communicates with one or more people at a time
• May deal with minor conflicts

Reflections
Content – Describe the difference between active and passive listening and
viewing. Give examples for each and situations in which these two different
ways of listening and viewing might be helpful.
Collaborative – How did you show you were listening to others during this unit?
Give specific examples.
Personal – In days gone by, active listening and observation were skills
children learned from a very early age. Talk to an older person in your family
who can give you examples of practising these skills. Write a brief summary of
what you learn.
Follow-Up – Active Listening and Viewing
Use the think-pair-share strategy. Give students a few moments to look at the
political cartoon and jot down some notes, then share with a partner and, finally,
have a discussion with the class to compare responses.
For the active listening, either record one of Zebedee Nungak’s Friday morning
commentaries on the CBC Qulliq radio program or read the excerpt from one of
his commentaries in Inuktitut magazine 11 (found at the end of this unit).
As students listen, they are to jot down any key words that give them an idea
about Zebedee’s real message.
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Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met (depending on level of exchange
in discussion – could just relate to listening and understanding skills)
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically addresses listening
and understanding skills:
• Moderately demanding exchanges in everyday situations (explaining, clarifying,
paraphrasing)
• Content is moderately complex and deals with facts, opinions
• Content covers a moderate range of subject matter (depending on chosen topics and
subject areas)
• Content uses a moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary and idioms
• Content uses language that is factual and abstract (depending on topic chosen)
• Context: Communicates with one or more people at a time
• May deal with minor conflicts

Classroom Reinforcement
Post a large sheet of butcher paper in the classroom. Ask the students to take a
minute and think about what they learned about speaking and listening in this
module. Hand each student a marker and have him or her leave a written
record of just a few of the highlights from the unit.
Accommodating Diversity

Assessment
Student – Fill out the Participation Checklist or a Unit Evaluation for the unit.
Sign up for a conference. Complete a Journal Evaluation.
Teacher – Collect the students’ journals and respond to their Reflections.
Prepare for student conferences. Complete the Participation Checklist .
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How Well Do You Listen?
Name: ____________________________________
Date: ____________________________
1.

2.

3.

4.

Do you try to screen out other sights and sounds when you are listening to someone
speak?
Always
Sometimes
Never

Do you try to not interrupt when someone is speaking?
Always
Sometimes

Do you look at the person who is speaking?
Always
Sometimes

Never

Never

Do you concentrate on what someone is saying as they speak?
Always
Sometimes
Never

5.

Do you listen and watch for people’s feelings as well as the information they are
speaking?
Always
Sometimes
Never

6.

If you don’t understand what someone has said do you ask him or her to repeat what
he or she has said or explain what he or she mean?
Always
Sometimes
Never

7.

If you don’t agree with what someone is saying do you still try to hear what he or she
means?
Always
Sometimes
Never

8.

Do you try not to think about what you will say next when listening to someone
speak?
Always
Sometimes
Never

9.

Do you believe that you can learn from others?
Always
Sometimes

Never
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Did You Get the Message?

Polar Lines: Seals and Polar Bears 02 12

What is the message in this editorial cartoon?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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E9-1956 by Zebedee Nungak 13
There has been much negative commentary over the years about the Eskimo
identification disc numbers system, which the federal government applied to Inuit from
1941 to 1978. Its critics have characterized ujamiit as one of the degrading instruments
of colonial domination by Qallunaat, equating E-numbers with dog-tags, or prisoners’
numbers.
But I have never felt negative about these disc numbers. These were bestowed upon
us from outside, but are a unique feature of our distinct identity as Inuit. What other
collective of people has had such made-to-order icons of identity attached to them, and
them only? Certain symbols of our Inuit identity are immediately identifiable to outsiders:
qamutiks, igloos, qayait, and government-issued disc numbers!
The first Qallunaat who were required by their by their purpose in the arctic to record
Inuit names spelled them as they heard them. Their imperfect ear for Inuktitut steered
them in directions as diverse as their individual backgrounds. The fur trader, the
clergyman, the policeman, the government agent and the teacher were hampered by
this and other realties. Their superior formal education was rendered comically inexact
in this exercise!
One of these challenges was surely the intricacies of the naming system among
extended families. The system of specific references to family relationships,
tuqsurausiit, must have been perplexing to a Qallunaaq. It must also have been
confusing to make sense of the Inuit tradition of namesaking relatives, called in some
dialects sauniq, atitsiaq, or atiq. With usage of fathers’ or grandfathers names unheard
of, it must have been a chore to keep track of all the Joanasies and Paulusies.
Inuit names suffered butchery from pens of Qallunaat who could never finesse the
phonetics of the Inuktitut languages. As a boy in Puvirnituq, I recall six or seven
individuals who were designated “POV” after their first name, thereby seeming to be of
one family. Their own last names were “too hard” or “too long” to write down properly. In
such cases, an individual’s E-number was a basic confusion-saver.
Some last names were also simply chopped off at the first syllable for recording
convenience. Qamaaluk became Koom, Putuguk was Poot, Sivuaraapik was Sheeg,
Tulugaq Tool, Tukalak Took, and so on. Many people originally from Qikiqtajuaq, listed
on maps even today as Cape Smith Island, were slapped with the surname Smith by
the Qallkunaat. Most of these families returned to their original surroundings (to Akulivik
on the mainland) in the 1970’s having shed their Anglo-Saxon surnames.
Imagine! Mr.Smith Eskimo goes to Akulivik!
Statistical specifics were not a particular preoccupation of Inuit. Slack inaccuracy in
records was the norm, and Inuit were quite indifferent to such sloppiness. An Anglican
priest registered my name as Jabedee Noongoak, born at Kenoruak’s camp. Putting
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Saputiligait under “where born” and getting Qinnuajuaq’s name right must not have
seemed important to the Reverend.
I do sympathize with him, however. The ceremony took place in my parent’s igloo on
January 2, 1952: his hands must have been cold, the ink freezing, and the dogs outside
yelping, anxious to get back on the trail.
Inuit responses to Qallunaat questions about such statistics were classic and legendary
in their innocent honesty. “How old are you?” “I don’t know.” “When were you born?” “In
the spring just as the geese were arriving.” – Or “In the fall two days after snowfall.” One
can just see the recorder putting down “Age:45, Born 1902” by just taking another look
at his subject. But then who needed accuracy? Would an Eskimo ever need a passport,
or apply for employment insurance?
Government bureaucrats, wrestling with this problem, most likely said things such as:
“That settlement has 3 Peteroosies, all without a last name. The RCMP passed through
a camp which had 5 Louisas, two with the same last name.” None of the deep thinking,
of course, figured on how to spell names accurately. Then, one of them hot the bright
idea of Eskimo disc numbers- and the rest is history, until usage of family names and
piles of modern identification wiped away their necessity.
In Nunavik, There has never been a forces day of reckoning similar to Operation
Surname, which took place in Nunatsiaq to standardize family names. E-numbers
existed here until 1978, then the system choked and sputtered to a demise unworthy of
a brilliant government idea. It was never officially retired, nor was its end duly marked by
an appropriate over by Inuit. I would love to see documents detailing the origin of why
the government considered Eskimo disc numbers a necessity!
The disc number has a special significance in our lives, even with abudance of
identifications we carry today. Every Eskimo once committed his or her E-number to
memory, a handy I.D. for all purposes. One of a mother’s great duties was keeping track
of all her family’s E-numbers. Even in this age of e-mail-dot-com, I know many who still
use their ujamik numbers as a PIN for charge cards, a house number, or a label for their
belongings.
Losing my disc in early childhood has never erased the number that was so much a part
of my early life. I am even now seeking the right government agency to apply tit i
replace my lost disc number! Far from regarding it as a dog-tag, I would wear my
ujamik, E9-1956, very Proudly!
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Unit 9: Talking about Feelings
Learning Competency
Students will explore how to express their feelings to others appropriately and in a
non-confrontational manner by:
• accessing various media tools and using the strategy of I Statements.
Language Development – Y-Chart
Y-charts provide visual cues that identify what a behaviour or feeling looks like,
sounds like, and feels like.
Materials
Feelings sheet
White sheet
Strong flashlight
Black construction paper
Scissors
Magazines
Access to computers
Background
Discuss that it is important to know how we are feeling and it is equally important
for us to know how to express our feelings to those around us. Generally it is
easier to verbalize our feelings when they are positive. To express feelings that
are disturbing or depressing is more difficult. When we verbalize negative feelings
we tend to get a negative response from others. Today students will practice the
skill of using I Statements. These are important when communicating verbally,
because they do not lay blame or cause a defensive response.
Opener – Colour of Feelings
Discuss the importance of being aware of our feelings. Share that sometimes we
refer to someone who is feeling sad as feeling blue. Discuss that sometimes
feelings are associated with specific colors.
Create a brainstormed list of expressive colors; it may look something like the
following:
jealousy - green
anger - red
happiness - yellow
sadness - black
excitement - orange
Discuss whether the students make the same feelings/colour associations or
different ones.
Ask the students to take a moment and think about how they are feeling right
now. Why might they be feeling this way? What color would best describe their
feeling at this moment? Why? Those who feel comfortable sharing their thoughts
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with a friend may do so.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed dependent on level of exchange and
participation during discussion more of a focus on listening skills in the following areas:
• Content is moderately complex and deals mostly with facts but also with emotions
• Content uses a moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary and idioms
• Content uses language that is factual and abstract
• Context: Communicating with one or more persons at a time

Connector – Y-Chart
There is a sample of a Y-Chart at the end of this unit. Provide the students with a
copy of the chart. Ask the students to select a feeling they are familiar with from
the attached sheet of feeling words. Have them complete the chart and display on
a class-created bulletin board, titled Feelings or some other appropriate title. You
could have them do this throughout the module adding more feelings to the
display as the module progresses.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met relevant to understanding and
listening skills

Activity – I Statements
Students need to be made aware that they own their feelings and they need to
take responsibility for their emotions. When we say, You made me so mad. or I
am angry because you ..., others tend to react defensively because we have
blamed our feelings on them.
When we communicate how we are feeling without placing the blame on others,
we allow them to respond to how we feel. I feel annoyed when I hear constant
tapping.
The next part in communicating our feelings well is to express what we need from
the other person. In this way we have communicated how we feel and what we
need to feel better. Could you please keep your pencil quiet?
Provide each student with an I Statement worksheet. Working in pairs, students
should translate the feeling statements into ‘I’ statements.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met (depending on level of exchange in
discussion – could just relate to listening and understanding skills)
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed dependent on level of exchange
during discussion: more focus on listening skills in the following areas:
• Content is moderately complex and deals with facts and emotions
• Content uses a moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary and idioms
• Content uses language that is factual and abstract
• Context: communicates with one or more people at a time
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Reflections
Content – What have you learned about communicating in this unit?
Collaborative – How would using I statements help in avoiding conflicts in a
group? How did it feel to share your collage with your small group?
Personal – How do you tend to express your feelings when you are upset? Take
a look at your collage. What key words would you use to describe your collage?
How does it make you feel?
Follow-Up – Silhouettes
Sketch a horizontal line on the board. At one end write the word negative and at
the other end, positive.
negative--------------------------------------------------------------------------positive
Using this continuum, have the students call out various feelings and as a class
negotiate placement on the continuum. Discuss that people are multi-dimensional
and that our feelings vary from day to day, sometimes even minute to minute.
Have the students create collage silhouettes to represent their feelings.
Encourage students to include a variety of feelings, not just positive or just
negative feelings.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically addresses listening
skills in the following areas:
• Content is moderately complex and deals with facts, opinions and emotions
• Content uses a moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary and idioms
• Content uses language that is factual and abstract
• Communicates with one or more people at a time ( in large group)

Hang up a white sheet. Use a strong flashlight or other light source to project the
light at the sheet. Have the student sit sideways between the light source and the
white sheet. You will need to adjust the placement of the student until a shadow
is cast on the sheet. Trace the silhouette onto a sheet of black construction paper
and cut out.
Provide the students with an assortment of magazines or have them do a web
search for images. Ask the students to create a collage on their silhouette by
selecting and attaching images that represent their feelings.
Classroom Reinforcement
Display the collage silhouettes. Attach a piece of paper under each silhouette.
Have the class view the silhouettes and jot down their response to the collage.
They could identify one feeling they sense when viewing the collage, a general
comment about the quality of work, or a question they have about the images in
the collage.
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Accommodating Diversity
As an extension for the Activity, encourage students to think of experiences they
have had over the last week where strong emotions have been evoked. Have the
students select the appropriate feeling to describe their emotions and create a
corresponding possible “I statement.” and add them to the worksheet from the
Activity.
The list of feeling words is quite extensive, so you will need to choose the
vocabulary most appropriate for your students.
Assessment
Student – Fill out the Participation Checklist or the Unit Evaluation for the unit.
Sign up for a conference.
Teacher – Complete the Participation Checklist. Observe and draw attention to
student use of oral communication skills in small group work. Complete the Oral
Communication Tracking Form if appropriate.
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Y-Chart
The feeling: __________________________
Looks Like

Sounds Like

Feels Like
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Feelings Words
Pleasant Feeling Words
adequate
affectionate
befriended
bold
calm
capable
caring
challenged
charmed
cheerful

clever
comforting
confident
delighted
determined
eager
ecstatic
enchanted
enhanced
energetic

enjoyed
enthralled
excited
fascinated
fearless
free
generous
glad
grateful
happy
helpful

high
honoured
important
impressed
infatuated
inspired
joyful
loving
loved
peaceful
pleasant

pleased
proud
refreshed
relaxed
relieved
rewarded
safe
satisfied
settled
sure
warm

foolish
frantic
frustrated
frightened
grieving
guilty
hurt
intimidated
irritated
jealous
jumpy
left out
lonely
longing
low
mad
maudlin
mean

melancholy
miserable
nervous
odd
overwhelmed
pained
panicked
persecuted
petrified
pitiful
pressured
quarrelsome
rejected
remorseful
restless
sad
scared
shocked

skeptical
sorrowful
startled
strained
stupid
stunned
tenuous
tense
threatened
tired
trapped
troubled
uneasy
unsettled
vulnerable
weak
weepy
worried

Unpleasant Feeling Words
abandoned
agonized
ambivalent
angry
annoyed
anxious
betrayed
bitter
bored
burdened
cheated
cold
condemned
confused
crushed
defeated
desperate
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destructive
different
disappointed
discouraged
distracted
distraught
disturbed
dominated
divided
embarrassed
empty
envious
exasperated
exhausted
fatigued
fearful
flustered
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I Statements
Name: _________________________________
Date: ___________________________
1. “You frustrate me.”
“I feel frustrated when (I cannot complete an assignment on time.)”
“Could you (work to help our group meet the upcoming deadline?)”
2. “I am so angry with you.”
“I feel angry when ________________________________________________.”
“Could you ______________________________________________________.”
3. “I am disappointed in you.”
“I feel disappointed when ___________________________________________.”
“Could you ______________________________________________________.”
4. “You always bother me. “
“I feel bothered when ______________________________________________.”
“Could you _____________________________________________________.”
5. “You make me so mad.”
“I feel mad when _________________________________________________.”
“Could you _____________________________________________________.”
Student Examples:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Unit 10: Pilimmaksarniq –Practising What We’ve Learned
Learning Competency
Students will review and apply the communication skills presented in the module by:
• delivering, recording and reviewing a telephone dialogue using a Reader’s
Theatre format based on STOP, an audience interaction framework.
Language Development

Materials
Optional – video camera
Background
This unit requires the students use extensive oral and interpersonal skills. Discuss
that the goals of the unit are: 1) to practise the oral skills presented throughout the
module, 2) to work well as a group and 3) to make use of strong interpersonal
skills.
Opener – Who are you?
Inform your students that you are going to ask them to think imaginatively. They are
going to think about themselves in terms of concrete objects. Have the students look
through the list of pairs and choose the one that best describes them. Allow
students several minutes to reflect on their choice.
Ask the students to indicate by a show of hands which item they chose. Instruct all
the “tundra” to go to one corner of the room and the “town” to go to another. Have
students share the reasons for their selections. This Opener allows students to think
about their attributes and examine their personal perceptions.
Tundra or Town
Water or Ice
Skidoo or Honda
Yes or No
Stars or Moon
Ball or Bat
Black or White
Table or Chair
Rocks or Sand
Guitar or Piano
T-shirt or Sweater
Esker or Valley
Snow or Rain
Question or Answer
TV show or Movie
Necklace or Ring
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Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met (depending on level of exchange in
discussion – could just relate to listening and understanding skills)
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically addresses listening and
understanding skills:
• Moderately demanding exchanges in everyday situations (explaining, )
• Content is moderately complex and deals with facts, opinions
• Content covers a moderate range of subject matter
• Content uses a moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary and idioms
• Content uses language that is factual and abstract (depending on topic chosen)
• Context: Communicates with one or more people at a time

Connector – Balloon Game
Break the class into groups of five. Provide each group with a blown up balloon. Ask
the group to see if they can keep the balloon up in the air for 100 hits without the use
of their arms. After each group has accomplished this task, inform the students that
now your will give them the real challenge.
Hand each student a balloon. In the same groups, they are to see how long they can
keep all the balloons up in the air. Provide time for the groups to discuss and plan
out a strategy. Allow several attempts and discussions. Use a stopwatch to keep
track of their improvements in time.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met (depending on level of exchange in
discussion – could just relate to listening and understanding skills)
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically addresses listening and
understanding skills:
• Moderately demanding exchanges in everyday situations (explaining, exchanging
information; follow and give multi-step instructions, coordinates task with several others)
• Content is moderately complex and deals with facts, opinions
• Content covers a moderate range of subject matter
• Content uses a moderate range of general and context-specific vocabulary and idioms
• Context: Communicates with one or more people at a time

Debrief by discussing that healthy teams have the following characteristics:
Members feel good about their job
Members feel that their input is important
Members are affirmed by the rest of the group
Members are free to express their ideas and opinions
Respect is the norm
Members know what is expected of them
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met (depending on level of exchange in
discussion – could just relate to listening and understanding skills)
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically addresses listening and
understanding skills:
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•
•
•
•
•

Moderately demanding exchanges in everyday situations (participating in routine discussions)
Content is moderately complex and deals with facts, opinions
Content covers a moderate range of subject matter
Content uses language that is factual and abstract
Context: Communicates with one or more people at a time

Activity – The Telephone Call
Have the students form small groups. Each group is to think of a scenario that will
have to end in a telephone call. They are then to develop the dialogue for the
telephone conversation.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically addresses listening and
understanding skills: (depending upon the content of the telephone conversation as well as the
level of exchange in the group)
• Moderately demanding exchanges in everyday situations (participating in routine discussions;
coordinate work with several others)
• Content is moderately complex and deals with facts, opinions
• Content covers a moderate range of subject matter
• Content uses language that is factual and abstract
• Selecting from and using a moderate range of formats and style s (telephone conversation;
formal or informal style)
• Context: Communicates with one or more people at a time

Reflections
Content
Review the Oral Communication Essential Skill indicators. Which skills did you need
to complete the project?
Collaborative
What conflicts or difficulties did you have while working on your project? How did your
group deal with these?
Personal
What strengths did your bring to your group?
Follow-Up – Reader’s Theatre
Each group will present their dialogue in the format of a Reader's Theatre. Members
of the audience can interject at any point in the dialogue by shouting STOP and
discussing an alternative means of resolving the telephone conversation. Determine
with the class what the criteria should be to assess each group's work. Presentations
may also be video taped and viewed later for discussion. Note that if the
presentations are 10 minutes or longer, they are considered a Level 2 task.
Essential Skills addressed in this Activity:
Oral Communication Level 1: all indicators have been met
Some indicators of Oral Communication Level 2 addressed: specifically addresses listening and
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understanding skills: depending on level of exchange in discussion – could just relate to listening
and understanding skills)
• Moderately demanding exchanges in everyday situations (participating in routine discussions ;
• Content is moderately complex and deals with facts, opinions
• Content covers a moderate range of subject matter
• Content uses language that is factual and abstract
• Selecting from and using a moderate range of formats and style s (telephone conversation;
formal or informal style)
• Context: Communicates with one or more people at a time

Classroom Reinforcement

Accommodating Diversity

Assessment
Student – Fill out the Participation Checklist or the Unit Evaluation.
Teacher – Conduct student conferences. Complete the conference checklist for units
6 to 10 found in Appendix B. Finish the Oral Communication Tracking Form.
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Appendix A: Student Assessment Tools
Participation Checklist
Unit

Task

1

How Do You Feel?

1

Hi my name is…

1

Qallupalik, the Sea Creature

1

The Man From the Moon

1

Creation of the Loon

1

Lummaajuuq the Story of the Blind Boy

1

An Arctic Lullaby

1

Reflections

1

Legend Retelling

2

Four Facts

2

Interview T-Charts

2

Interview

2

Reflections

2

Reflecting on the Interview

3

Think—Pair—Share

3

Volume

3

Pitch and Tone

3

Reflections

3

Speaking Well

4

Hidden Dialogue

4

Top Five

4

Reflections

4

Speaker Evaluation

5

What I’m Thinking ...

5

Values

5

Greetings

5

Reflections
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Participated

Completed
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5

Cross-Cultural Greetings

6

Speaking but not Seeing

6

Survey

6

Phone Cards

6

Reflections

6

Script—Role Play

7

Object Share

7

Yes/No Questions

7

Knowers and Guessers

7

Reflections

7

Mysteries

8

How Well Do You Listen?

8

T-Chart

8

Four Corners

8

Reflections

8

Active Listening and Viewing

9

Colour of Feelings

9

Y-Chart

9

I Statements

9

Reflections

9

Silhouettes

10

Who are you?

10

Balloon Game

10

The Telephone Call

10

Reflections

10

Reader’s Theatre

App
A

Self-Assessment
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Unit Self-Assessment
Name _________________________
Unit Checklist and Assessment for Unit _____
Did I complete or participate in the following?

Activity Title

Yes/Date

Not Complete/Comments

Rate your effort for each activity.
Activity Title

92

Poor

Fair

Good

Awesome
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Ajunngitakka (Things I Can Do)
Name: ________________________
Essential Skill:

Date: ______________________

___ Oral Communication

I demonstrated this skill when I
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Ajunngitakka (Things I Can Do)
Name: ________________________
Essential Skill:

Date: ______________________

___ Oral Communication

I demonstrated this skill when I
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Ajunngitakka (Things I Can Do)
Name: ________________________
Essential Skill:

Date: ______________________

___ Oral Communication

I demonstrated this skill when I
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Developing Essential Skills – Self or Peer Assessment of Group Work
Activity _______________________________________
Yes/
No

Essential Skill

Comments (self or peer)

Working with Others
Did I work cooperatively with
the others in the group?
Did I give directions to the other
members in my group to help
get our work done?
Did I use directions from other
members in my group to help
get our work done?
Did I do things to make sure we
completed the work on time?
Did I help to organize the work?
Did I encourage the others to
make sure we all did our best?
Did I finish my part of the work?
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Portfolio Evaluation

Student __________________ Portfolio item _______________________
Description of Portfolio item:
____________________________________________________________
For this entry I worked with:
________________________________________________
I chose this item because:
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

Not
really

Seldom

Mostly

Always

I understood the requirements of
the assignment and completed
My work is clear, neat and well
organized
I demonstrated creativity
I elaborated on the idea
The part that shows my personal growth is …
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

My biggest challenge was…
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Teacher Feedback
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Journal Evaluation

Student Name __________________________________
Journal entry date _____________________ Unit _________

Yes No
Does the writing make sense?
Are the ideas clearly stated?
Are the ideas in order?
Is each thought complete?
Do the supporting sentences offer enough detail?
Does the writing stay on topic?
An area of strength in the journal entry is…
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

I noticed…
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

One area I think I should work on is…
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Teacher Feedback
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Appendix B: Teacher Assessment Tools
Participation Checklist
Task

Unit

1

How Do You Feel?

1

Hi my name is…

1

Qallupalik, the Sea Creature

1

The Man From the Moon

1

Creation of the Loon

1

Lummaajuuq the Story of the
Blind Boy

1

An Arctic Lullaby

1

Reflections

1

Legend Retelling

2

Four Facts

2

Interview T-Charts

2

Interview

2

Reflections

2

Reflecting on the Interview

3

Think—Pair—Share

3

Volume

3

Pitch and Tone

3

Reflections

3

Speaking Well

4

Hidden Dialogue

4

Top Five

4

Reflections

4

Speaker Evaluation

5

What I’m Thinking ...

5

Values

5

Greetings

5

Reflections

Participated

Completed
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Comments
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5

Cross-Cultural Greetings

6

Speaking but not Seeing

6

Survey

6

Phone Cards

6

Reflections

6

Script—Role Play

7

Object Share

7

Yes/No Questions

7

Knowers and Guessers

7

Reflections

7

Mysteries

8

How Well Do You Listen?

8

T-Chart

8

Four Corners

8

Reflections

8

Active Listening and Viewing

9

Colour of Feelings

9

Y-Chart

9

I Statements

9

Reflections

9

Silhouettes

10

Who are you?

10

Balloon Game

10

The Telephone Call

10

Reflections

10

Reader’s Theatre

App
A

Self-Assessment
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Conference 1: Unit 1-5 Competencies
Student _________________________
Competency
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

Met

Date ______________________
Not
Yet

Comments

using a variety of listening
strategies and media to organize
remember details
interviewing others using
listening and ‘good questions’
strategies
exploring the use of appropriate
volume, tone, pitch and speed
exploring various strategies that
contribute to speaking clearly
listening to and evaluating
various speakers using different
forms of media for clarity of
speech
practising appropriately greeting
others in a variety of social
contexts
researching on-line appropriate
greetings from other cultures.

Other:

Follow-Up
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Conference 2: Unit 6-10 Competencies
Student _________________________
Competency
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Met

Date ______________________
Not
Yet

Comments

identifying and employing the
appropriate skills and etiquette
of telephone use
engaging in presentations and
group discussions using
effective speaking, listening and
questioning skills
identifying the difference
between active and passive
listening
applying the active listening
strategies of non-judgmental
listening and paraphrasing
using active listening and
viewing to discover bias
accessing various media tools
and using the strategy of I
Statements
delivering, recording and
reviewing a telephone dialogue
using a Reader’s Theatre format
based on STOP, an audience
interaction framework

Other:

Follow-Up
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Appendix C: Essential Skills Information 14, Tables and Assessment
Oral Communication
Oral Communication primarily pertains to the use of verbal skills (speaking and
listening) to exchange thoughts, ideas and information. Oral communication has four
levels of complexity based on four dimensions of oral communication:
• Communication function: why and how one communicates
• Communication content: range and complexity of information about which one
communicates
• Communication context: to whom and in what circumstances one
communicates; predictability of context
• Risk level: the seriousness of the consequences if one fails to successfully
communicate
Oral Communication has four complexity levels. Level 4 represents the most complex
and difficult tasks associated with this skill. It is expected that high school graduates will
be able to demonstrate Oral Communication skills at complexity Levels 1 and 2. (Some
graduates may be able to demonstrate competency in some of the more advanced Oral
Communication Level 3 tasks.)
Throughout this Grade 12 Module we will be concentrating on performing,
demonstrating and assessing Oral Communication Level 2. Please see the Appendix
pages for a more detailed chart of Essential Skills Oral Communications Levels and
indicators as taken directly from the Essential Skills web site at
http://srv108.services.gc.ca/english/general/readers_guide_whole.shtml#42.
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Oral Communication: Complexity Levels and Indicators (The chart below differs from
the Essential Skills Oral Communication charts included in the Introduction. It contains
an expanded number of indicators and is taken directly from the Government of
Canada’s Essential Skills Web site at:
http://srv108.services.gc.ca/english/general/home_e.shtml.

Dimensions
and Examples
Communication
Function

Communication
Content

Level 1
Indicators

Level 2
Indicators

Level 3
Indicators

Takes part in simple
exchanges in
everyday situations
 give simple
greetings,
 ask and answer
routine question to
receive/give
specific information,
 follow and give
simple instructions,
 leave or receive
short routine
recorded messages
 participate in
routine, casual
discussions
• coordinate work
with one or two
other people

Takes part in
moderately
demanding
exchanges in
everyday situations
 give a formal
greeting
 obtain information
by questioning more
than one person
 exchange more
detailed information
 present information
in a coherent
connected way
 leave and receive
non-routine
recorded messages
 participate in routine
discussions
 follow and give
multi-step
instructions
 coordinate work
with several others
 present and discuss
simple options and
advise on choices
 reassures and
advises
 deal with minor
conflicts
• interact in a familiar
group of three to five
people
Clearly
communicates/
understands content
that:

Takes part in
demanding
exchanges in complex
situations
 provides, obtains or
exchanges detailed
complex information
and options
 gives or follows
complex direction;
 persuades, ,
counsels or
evaluates
 entertains casually
or formally
 presents and
analyzes
information and
ideas
 leads routine
discussions
 coordinates work
with and for others
• resolves nonroutine conflicts

Takes part in very
demanding
exchanges in highly
complex situations

Participates in
interactions that:

Participates in
interactions that:

 deal with complex
and detailed issues
involving facts,
concepts and
opinions;

 deal with very
complex and
detailed matters
involving facts,
opinions, emotions,
values and
controversy;

Clearly
communicates/
understands content
that:
 is simple and deals
with facts; limited
number of details;
 covers a narrow
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 is moderately
complex and deals
mostly with facts but
also emotions and
opinions;

 cover a significant

Level 4
Indicators
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range of subject
matter (familiar topic
or one main issue);
 uses narrow range
of general and
content-specific
vocabulary;
 uses language that
is factual and
concrete.

 covers a moderate
range of subject
matter (usually one
main issue);
 uses a moderate
range of general and
context-specific
vocabulary and
idioms;
 uses language that
is factual or concrete
and abstract.

Communication
Context

Communicates
(speaks and listens)
effectively:

Communicates
(speaks and listens)
effectively:

 with one person at a
time in familiar and
common situations;

 with one or more
people at a time in
mostly familiar and
occasionally
unpredictable
situations;

 uses an established
or set format/ style to
exchange
information;
exchange is brief: 10
minutes or less;
 uses/comprehends
simple body
language (pointing,
for example)

 selects from and
uses a moderate
range of
format/styles to
present or obtain
information;
 exchange is brief to
medium duration: up
to 10 - 30 minutes);
 uses/comprehends
appropriate body
language;

Risk Level

Low risk: failure to
communicate
/understand may lead
to temporary
confusion,
embarrassment or
minor inefficiencies.

 deals with minor,
everyday conflicts.
Moderate risk: failure
to communicate
/understand may lead
to loss of time, minor
hazards, or one-onone conflict that can
be easily resolved

Sample Tasks

 participates in brief
everyday

 takes part in longer,
moderately

range of subject
matter or issues;
 use language that
can be conceptual
and abstract;
 use an extensive
range of general and
context-specific
vocabulary and
idioms;
 require ability to
organize, present
and interpret ideas
coherently.
Communicates
(speaks and listens)
effectively:
 with one or more
people at a time in
occasionally
unpredictable or new
situations;
 selects from and
uses a significant
wide range of
formats/styles;
 exchange is of
medium to extended
duration: 30 minutes
or more
 uses/comprehends
very effective body
language;
 deals with conflict
when necessary

Significant risk: failure
to communicate
/understand may lead
to significant hazards,
public hostility, or loss
of considerable
money and time.
 takes part in
demanding,
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 cover a wide range
and depth of subject
matter and issues;
 use highly abstract,
conceptual or
technical language;
 require a high level
of inference, ability
to organize, present
and interpret.

Communicates
(speaks and listens)
effectively:
 with one or more
unfamiliar and/or
challenging people
at a time in quite
unpredictable
situations;
 selects, creatively
uses or adapts a
wide range of
formats and styles
to suit audience;
 expert in use of body
language and
nonverbal
communication
techniques;
 deals with significant
conflict or differing
points of view.

Critical risk: failure to
communicate
/understand may lead
to loss of life or
serious injury, serious
personal
consequences to
speaker or her/his
organization.
 takes part in very
demanding, very
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conversations with
some confidence
 interacts effectively
with one person at a
time
 exchanges, presents
and discusses
information that
deals with facts
 uses narrow range
of general
vocabulary and uses
set style/format
 gives simple
greetings
 asks and answers
routine questions to
get/receive
information

demanding
everyday
exchanges with
confidence
 interacts effectively
and frequently with
several people at a
time
 gives a short talk to
a small group of
known people who
are non-challenging
 exchanges, presents
and discusses
information that
deals with facts,
emotions and
opinions
 uses moderate
range of general
vocabulary and
selects from and
uses moderate
range of
format/styles

 gives and
understands simple
directions
 co-ordinates work
with one or two other
individuals.
 participates in
routine
conversations on the
telephone
 follows main ideas,
identifies key words
and important details
by listening to brief,
simple presentation
on concrete and
familiar subjects

 gives formal
greetings
 questions number of
people to obtain
information
 follows or gives
detailed multi-step
instructions
 co-ordinates work
with several other
individuals.
 participates in formal
conversations on
telephone
 follows main ideas,
identifies key words
and important details
by listening to
longer, more
complex
presentations on
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extended exchanges
in complex situations
with confidence
 gives presentation to
a group of people
who may be
unknown, may
include authority
figures, may be
challenging
 exchanges, presents
and discusses
information that
deals with detailed
information involving
facts, emotions and
opinions
 uses language that
is conceptual and
abstract and uses
wide range of styles
 provides or follows
complex directions
and instructions
 persuades; resolves
non-routine conflict;
entertains, counsels
or evaluates
 co-ordinates work
with and for others
 participates in
exchanges using
audio and video
teleconferencing
 comprehends main
points and details by
listening to long
presentations on
variety of topics in
moderately
demanding context

long exchanges in
highly complex
situations with
confidence
 makes formal, public
presentations to
large groups of
people using visual
aids; audience may
be challenging and
hostile
 exchanges, presents
and discusses
information that
deals with very
complex and
detailed information
involving facts,
emotions and
opinions, values and
controversy
 uses highly abstract
conceptual or
technical language
and adapts or
creatively uses wide
range of
format/styles to suit
audience
 facilitates or leads
groups, deals with
complex problem
solving, building
consensus among
variety of differing
individuals or
organizations
 persuades; instills
understanding of
complex subject
matter
 conducts
negotiations and
mediation
 conducts
counselling,
assessment and
evaluation
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less familiar subjects

Illustrative
Examples

Greet people at a
school event
appropriately and
answer basic
questions about the
event
Receive and
understand oral
directions or
assignments from a
teacher
Leave a brief
message on a friend’s
answering machine
Give visitors directions
to the school office
Talk with a partner or
fellow student and
coordinate work and
time schedules

Examples

Day Care Helpers
speak with parents to
inform them of their
children’s activities,
progress and
behaviour, to answer
questions and to
receive information
about the children’s
health or other issues.
Cashiers greet
customers, tell them
the total of their bill

Participate in class or
school meetings,
Explain/understand
how to do a particular
assignment or solve a
particular issue
Present a formal talk
using visual aids
Provide honest
feedback to a friend or
another student in a
way that’s sensitive to
her/his feelings
Settle a minor conflict
by talking with and
calming down a fellow
student
Train or give
instructions to a junior
student under her or
his direction
Interact with students
from another school or
community who are
participating in the
same activity and
coordinate work or
solve problems
Parents instruct
children about an
activity or outing,
including any safety
rules they should
follow.
Airport Ticket
Agents resolve
conflicts concerning
customer complaints,
often with the help of
a supervisor

Lead informal
meetings such as a
team meeting to
exchange information,
opinions or ideas
about a project
Use storytelling in a
workshop to help
present an idea and to
stimulate learning
Use teleconferencing
to exchange ideas
and opinions with a
group of students from
across Canada
Express ideas
concisely and simply,
and make effective
use of body language
when interacting with
people who speak
other languages

Carpenters interact
with apprentices to
provide direction and
monitor their work
Hunting Guides
interact with clients to
share expertise about
animal tracking and
impart knowledge
about the area's
culture and
topography.
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 competent and
fluently interprets all
spoken discourse;
follows long
complex
presentations on
broad variety of
subject matter
Conduct interviews
and focus groups for
the purpose of
gathering research
data
Chair formal,
structured meeting
with a variety of
unknown individuals

Negotiators and
mediators mediate to
resolve conflict and
produce agreements
between individuals,
groups, organizations
or countries

High school teachers
teach academic
subjects to high
school students,
select the mot
appropriate teaching
methods, organize the
subject matter, and
adapt presentation
styles.
Firefighters give
clear and concise
verbal instructions to
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and respond to their
questions about
products and hours of
operation.
Parents or
Babysitters
speak to cashiers,
store clerks when
purchasing items or
asking about prices or
hours of operation.
Community Workers
respond to telephone
requests for
information and
assistance.

Airline pilots
communicate
frequently with flight
crew about the status
of the aircraft and its
readiness for take-off.

Secretaries and
other Office Workers
discuss work
processes and
upcoming events in
staff meetings.

Personal Care
Attendants talk to
patients to make them
comfortable, instruct
them about basic selfcare, explain
procedures and calm
them when they are

Computer
Technicians attend
meetings with
colleagues and coworkers to share
information about the
development of web
pages or software
application projects.

Heavy Equipment
Operators participate
in group discussions
at the work site
concerning how to do
a particular job.

other firefighters,
superiors and
emergency
responders during
emergencies.
Nurses communicate
with patients and their
families when patients
have been diagnosed
with a critical illness.
Social Workers
counsel individual
clients who are
struggling with
personal problems
such as depression,
families torn by abuse
and groups affected
by social problems
such as poverty.

Hunters talk to other
hunters to discuss
hunting conditions,
weather, game and
equipment.
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Module Tracking Form: Essential Skill – Oral Communication
Student ______________________
Consistent Demonstration of Skill
Comment

Date

Not
yet

Date Date

Oral Communication Level 1
Function: Student can take part in:
simple exchanges in everyday
situations (for example give
simple greetings, ask and
answer routine question to
receive needed information).
can clearly communicate/understand content that:
is simple and deals with facts;
limited number of details, for
example give and receive simple
instructions.
covers a narrow range of subject
matter (familiar topic or one
main issue).
uses a narrow range of general
and context-specific vocabulary.
uses language that is factual
and concrete.
Context: Student can communicate (speak and listen) effectively:
with one person at a time in
familiar and common situations
for a brief duration of time
(10 minutes or less).
using a set format and style, for
example participate in routine
telephone conversations.
using/understanding simple
body language, for example
smiling, nodding, making eye
contact.
Oral Communication Level 2
Function: Student can take part in:
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moderately demanding
exchanges in everyday situations
(for example, give formal
greetings, participate in routine
discussions, interact with a group
of three to five, exchanging
detailed information, explain,
reassure, advise, follow multi
step directions).
Content: Student can clearly communicate/understand content that:
is moderately complex and deals
mostly with facts but also
emotions and opinions.
covers a moderate range of
subject matter (usually one main
issue).
uses a moderate range of
general and context-specific
vocabulary and idioms.
uses language that is factual,
concrete and abstract.
Context: Student can communicate (speak and listen) effectively:
with one or more people at a
time in mostly familiar and
predictable situations for a brief
to moderate length of time
(10 - 30 minutes), for example
give a short presentation to a
group of unknown people.
selects from and uses a
moderate range of formats and
styles, for example hold formal or
business conversation via the
telephone, give a talk using
visual aids.
uses appropriate body language
and gestures (appropriate facial
expressions, posture and hand
gestures).
dealing with minor, everyday
conflicts/differences (settle minor
conflicts by talking with and
calming down another student,
give honest feedback
sensitively).
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Oral Communication Level 3
Function: Student can take part in:
demanding exchanges in
complex situations, for example
provides or follows complex
direction; uses oral language to
persuade, entertain, counsel or
evaluate, leads discussions;
coordinates work with or for
others.
Content: Student can clearly communicate/understand content that :
deals with complex and detailed
issues involving facts, concepts
and opinion.
covers a significant range of
subject matter.
uses an extensive range of
general and context-specific
vocabulary.
uses language that is conceptual
and abstract.
requires ability to organize,
present and interpret ideas.
Context: Student can communicate (speak and listen) effectively
with one or more people at a
time in new situations for up to
30 minutes or more, for example
leads group meetings; give
presentations to strangers.
selecting from and using a wide
range of formats/styles, for
example uses storytelling or
teleconferencing.
using very effective body
language, for example uses body
language to effectively
communicate with people who
speak other languages.
dealing with conflict when
necessary.

_________________________________
Teacher’s Signature

_________________________
Date
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Feedback Fax
To:

English Language Arts Coordinator
Curriculum and School Services
Department of Education
Arviat
(867) 857-3090

Date: ______________________________
From: ______________________________
Re: Communications (English) 10-11-12
This is feedback for the Communications (English) 10, Module 3, titled Oral
Communication.
What was helpful to you in this module?

What did you find was unnecessary information?

What needs more detail?

Did you see any mistakes that we need to correct?

Is there anything that you would like to contribute to this module? (for example.
teaching ideas, assessment ideas, samples of student work, resources)

Is there something that we can do to make this module more useful for you?
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Endnotes
1

Open and closed questions are also taught in Aulajaaqtut 10 in relation to being a
good listener and responding to someone who is sharing a personal issue

2

This information is adapted from Communicating in the Workplace, by Kenneth
Zimmer (McGraw-Hill Ryerson Limited. Toronto. 1995), pages 516-517.

3

This activity is adapted from Communicating in the Workplace by Kenneth Zimmer
(McGraw-Hill Ryerson Limited. Toronto. 1995), page 517.

4

This activity is adapted from Communicating in the Workplace by Kenneth Zimmer
(McGraw-Hill Ryerson Limited. Toronto.1995), page

5

Adapted from Conversation by Rob Nolasco (Resource Books for Teachers, series
editor Alan Maley. Oxford University Press, New York. 1987), page 64.

6

Drawings by Mark Kalluak, Curriculum and School Services, Arviat

7

Taken from http://www.edu.gov.mb.ca/k12/tech/imym/faqs/telephone.html

8

The activity was adapted from Discussions that Work: Task Centred Fluency Practice
by Penny Ur. (Cambridge Handbooks for Language Teachers. 1981 Cambridge
University Press), pages 45-46.

9

Activity taken from www.curriculum.org/thinkliteracy/files.

10

Information taken from Communicating in the Workplace by Kenneth Zimmer
(McGraw-Hill Ryerson Limited. Toronto 1995.), pages

11

The excerpt is taken from Inuktitut Magazine, #88, 2000, pages 32-36.

12

Cartoon drawn by the late Ben Wicks, taken from the Polar Lines: Inuit Editorial
Cartoon Exhibition, Inuit Tapirisat Kanatami website: www.itk.ca
13

The excerpt is taken from Inuktitut Magazine, #88, 2000, pages 32-36.

14

This information is taken from the HRSDC website. The tracking form was created by
Suzanne Klinga, the Curriculum and School Services Essential Skills consultant.
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